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Editorial 
I am writing under a certain amount of 

pressure : this editorial must be handed in to the 
typist within the next twenty-four hours_ More
over, Ki11g Lear awaits my critical opinion. 
Cicero awaits translation and Oxbridge waits for 
no man. Have no fear. You are not being cheated 
out of your termly ration of deep thoughts from 
the l:.ditor. I can assure you that I have thought 
deeply about this editorial, but with little 
success. obody wants to hear another word 
about apathy: ewsboard has sunk without 
trace because of it, past editorials have been rife 
with it and we have even had a Wednesday 
morning talk which claimed to be about it. 
Nobody wants to hear my political views: I 
don't have many and those I do possess are 
idealistic ideas about such trivial matters as 
nuclear weapons and you might laugh at them. 1 
know nothing about GCSE except that I am 
lucky to have missed it. So, the school is Ucking 
over quite nicely thank you. If you do have any 
queries, we have kindly provided a census some
where in the magaLinc to answer U1cm. 

I l is time to start a new paragraph. I must 
keep this thing going for a bit longer and a new 
paragraph is often thought-provoking. It's going 
to have to be a personal lament: ifs the last 
resort. Well. besides King Lear and Cicero, there 
are also essays on Charlemagne ·s policy between 
768 and 778, Cleopatra·s slate of mind at the 
end of A11to11y a11d Cleopatra, and some Horace 
and Virgil to be translated. All this has to be 
done in the next two days. 

(( 
NO 

) PO T OF 

Now 

There arc some, including myself from time to 
time. who would adopt a dismissive attitude 
towards such a load of work. It can be seen a~ 
irrelevant. Cicero has yet to feature strongly in 
the Stock Market (but you never know what 
they might privatise next); Charlemagne cannot 
be found prowling around those two thousand 
acre farms; and quotations from Ki11g Lear are 
rarely yelled in support of the l st XV. 

The consequences of dismissing such tasks as 
irrelevant arc poor A level grades, or failure to 
get into Oxbridge or another univeristy or poly
technic. Such failure is the proper reward for 
idleness, but I am not sure if a reluctance to 
churn out essays of the type l have described, 
week after week, term after term, can simply be 
called idleness. Many or those who either do 
their work at the hrst possible minute or do not 
do it at all can be found basking in the footlights 
of the Powell Hall, experimenting with slrntier 
speeds, or simply engaging in interesting, 
intelligent conversation. Many of the cartoons in 
this and the last magazine were conceived on the 
front of a history file which, although an 
unusually slim volume, showed a wealth of 
talent on its covers. 

Good grades in public exams require a 
remarkable level of far-sighted motivatio11. Whilst 
not wishing to detract from the credit deserved 
by those who possess such motivation, l would 
suggest that those who devote their time and 
energy to matters outside the curriculum get 
something of a raw deal. Education is not, 
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ideally. about A level grades or whatever you are 
awarded having completed a GCSE course. 
(Perhaps instead of grades Mr. Baker could give 
you a certain number of British Gas shares or 
private health care vouchers!) In many compre
hensives. the situation is even worse. If the 
purpose of education is to obtain good grades 
and thercb) a good JOb, how can pupils in 
'depressed' areas be e:-..pected to be motivated 
if they can see no jobs to be had at the end of it 
all? 

I am not ad\'ocating an educationaJ Elysium 
full of lotus-caters who in\'ent their own GCSE 
courses and award themselves grades at the end 
of them. We must all be taught to add up, spell 
and punctuate. The late Joyce Carey remarked: 

··Child art can never be great art. ll cannot 
give any large meaning to the world, any 
revelation of the truth. because the child mind 
cannot have enough knowledge and experience 
of the world to form any true comprehensive 
ideas about it. So if we arc lo have any great 
painters, any grea t writers. there has to be 
education, and that education will have to be 
largely conceptual, and so destructive of the 
original intuitive power." 

A conceptual education is greatly encouraged 
by public exams which require a memory of 
both facts and _simple concepts (why prostitute 
Shakespeare or VirgiJ as a memory test?). exams 
do little to reward 'intuitive power' except in a 
creative-writing paper which finds no place in 
any A level syllabus. 

So, whilst the present examination system 1s 
practicaJ and convenient, it can be harshly 
restrictive. In Tiie Republic. Plato's educational 
theory only allows a minority of students (and 
they arc of university age) to indulge in 
'conceptual study'. ot everyone is suued to an 
academic education which some limes seems com
pletely divorced from reality. While ll would be 
foolish to ignore the reality of 0 and A levels. 
they must not be allowed to dominate our 
education, which surely involves much more than 
a detailed study of Charlemagne or an under
standing of glacio-isostatic readjustment. 

Well, the personal lament seems to have done 
the trick. No harm in a spot of self-pity now and 
again! 

Diary 
Studying last term's progressive trends and 

events. we can di\ide the superstructure into S 
secuons and 11 sub-sections. The order of 
appearance denotes no prionty. 

Section 1: The dramatic life at school, under 
observation. revealed several denominations. 

a) The Merry Widow has been empirically 
proven. by experiment on audiences. to have 
attained success surpassing the mean by 0·84 
standard deviations. This must be significant 
in the evolutionary processes of the time 
period we are studying. 

b) The Prodigy, Mr Bird's play. was similarly 
highly acclaimed; credit, as welJ as signifi
cance, must therefore be attached ro it in 
equal proportion. 

c) This subsection aims to cover the smaller 
productions which arc important both in the 
widening of our culturaJ outlook, and in the 
scope they give for the development of 
theatrical talent. The long and the S/Jort.and 
1/Je Tall, J11cide111 at Vichy and Antigone arc 
all examples. For further information, I 
advise reference to the reviews section. 

Section 2: Alternative entertainment 

a) The CCF biennual inspection. '' hich happens 
most years. 

b) The LO\\ er Sixth Dance. which happens every 
year. 

c) Commem. 
3 

Sec1io11 3: Celebratory events 

a) Births: babies were born to the Carlings. the 
Swifts. the Fishers and the Pattersons. thcreb) 
increasing the potential "ithin our family 
unit. 

b) Deaths: though I ha\'e none of these on 
record, I feel it is important that we should be 
constantl) aware of the doom that must 
eventually take us all. 

c) Marriages: the marriage between Mr and now 
Mrs Meek took place. adding diversity to staff 
interests. 

Secrion 4: Farewells. Evolution with equili
brium demands departure as often as arrival 
This area should be covered by the ''valetes'', but 
I think the change of housemaster at The Digby 
(from Mr Wilkinson to Mr Davis) marks the end 
of a particular facet of Shirburnian life , and is 
therefore significant. 

Section 5: Conclusion 

With some success, and no notable failure, to 
record. can we rcasonabl} draw to a close by 
holdfag that the summer term was a term of 
progress: a shaping and sharpening of our gcneraJ 
outlook? Possibly. But not necessarily. Possibly 
we can grant nccessit) having admitted 
possibility. but the proof of necessit) not lymg 
in possibilit) forces me to leave the question 
hanging. 

The Shcrborne Diarist 



Cambridge Results 

The following candidates for Cambridge, who were given conditional offers based on their A-level 
examination resuits, have been successful in gaining places. 

Name 

R. P. Cummins 
J. G. Jarnes 
J. N. Lilley 
T. C. Mitchell 
J.P. Moore 
A. J . L. Morton 
A. R. Read 
T. J. Rowland 
R. P. Youngman 

College 

Christ 's 
Gonville and Caius 
Robinson 
Magdalene 
Trinity 
St. Catharine's 
Pembroke 
Selwyn 
Magdalene 

Obiter Dicta 
M.J .A.S. , d iscussing a French novel: 

'This word "deep" is very superficiaJ.' 

A.G.F.F.: 'Genetically I'm meant to be a 
playboy.' 

From a Theology project: 
' I admire Florence NightingaJe for her gusts 
and perseverance.' 

A.E.R.: 'I was Captain of Dancing at School. .. ' 

A.M.D.: 'J hear when you got up this morning 
you were still in you r pyjamas.' 

R.P.P.: 'Theology without History is like Gin 
without Tonic.' 

* Note to the Bursar from a theological House
rnaster: ' Downstairs lavatory partition broken. 
Needs to be re-erected. Done in good faith and 
no-one to be charged.' 

The Editor strained in vain to catch what was 
being said here. He wonders whether anyone 
with more acute hearing can enlighten him . . . 
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University Course 

Modern Languages 
Economics 
Modern Languages 
Natural Sciences 
Engineering 
Modern Languages 
Engineering 
Philosphy 
History 



VALETE 

A.J.J. and N.P.M.F. 
Sherborne was very unfortunate to lose two 

gifted and talented teachers this yeax from the 
Theology Department. Although neither was 
here for very long, in a short time both made a 
tremendous impact and we were lucky to have 
tJ1em for the time we did. Tony Jordan's 
dynamism and drive replenished the nagging 
spirits of the Community Service programme and 
his incisive mind added a steel to the Theology 
Department and provoked a growth in the 
interest of Philosophy. To say that Nigel 'filled 
in' for a term would be doing him a disservice; 
he brought theological expertise to the classes 
and as a member of the National Squad !tis 
fencing skills were called on immediately. Both 
Tony and Nigel will be missed by the boys and 
the staff. 

D.P.K.C. 

P.J.H. 
In spite of Peter's total aversion to any form 

of eulogizing. it is nevertheless my responsibility 
and wish to thank him publicly for the 
tremendous work he did in the Music Depart
men l during his four years al Sherborne. A New 
College chorister, a Music Scholar at Winchester 
who gained his F.R.C.O. at the age of 17. 
principal viola in the ational Youth Orchestra, 
an Organ Scholar at Corpus Christi, Cambridge 
and multi-prize winner who gained a degree in 
Classics and another in Music, he was an 
exceptionally talented performer and teacher. He 
had tremendous rapport with the boys and had 
the ability to demand much from them, 
irrespective of their individual standard. He built 
up the standard of keyboard playing to a level far 
beyond anything that had been in the school 
during my twenty-one years here. He was 
extremely shrewd and was as critical of himself 
as he was of his pupils. He could say the most 
outrageous things to them without their ever 
taking offence. such was the respect they had for 
him. From my own point of view. he was a great 
friend and a very loyal colleague and we will miss 
him greatly. However, we wish him every success 
in his new post at St Paul's School. 

P.J.S. 
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T.B.F. 
Blair Forster had just returned to this country 

in August 1986 from El Salvador when he saw 
that we needed a Ma1J1ematics teacher for a year. 
Within a few weeks he and his wife , Wendy, 
adjusted to the ways of Sherborne and became 
valued members of both the school and town 
communities. Jn the Mathematics Department we 
were able to learn from his experience of 
teaching different syllabuses abroad. He also ran 
a General Studies course on Central America and 
made a valuable contribution to the musical and 
sporting areas of school life. He leaves us to go 
abroad again, this time as Headmaster of a school 
in Fiji. We thank them both for what they did 
during their brief stay here and wish them well 
for the future. 

D.S.S. 

A.D.P. 
Mrs. Pheby came to Sherborne for two all too 

short years to teach modern history to the fourth 
and fifth forms. With her the Russian Revolution 
came to life. as did the calmer days of Disrae li's 
England. She was an inspirational 
teacher, and well used to the modern source
based approach demanded by GCSE. She 
seasoned her lessons with original sources and 
·gobbets', for to her history dealt with people 
who faced their own lives and problems with the 
same emotions that we possess. 

Into our studies and our masculine environ
ment she brought feminine qualities too; the 
sympathy and compassion that men sometimes 
fmd it hard to display. She wilJ be remembered 
witn gratitude for her ready interest and care for 
all she came across. We wish her weU for the 
future; but we will miss her. 

J.W. 



DRAMA & MUSIC 

The Merry Widow 

During his lifetime, Franz Lehar (I 870- 19 I 9) 
wrote some 30 operettas, the best of which 
worthily upheld the tradition established by 
Johann Strauss. Die Lustige Witwe (The Merry 
Widow), produced in Vienna in 1905, and his 
first world-wide succes~ . undoubtedly comes 
into this category. Its setting is the world of 
diplomacy and high society in me Paris of the 
turn of the century and it is to the lasting credit 
of the producer and designer of this Commem. 
production (J H) that the B.S.R. stage was 
transformed so convincingly into the decadent 
and glittering world of the 'fin de siecle' grand 
salon. From the opening scene of a reception at 
the Pontevedrian Embassy in Paris we were 
transported to a magica l world of fa1ltasy and 
illusion, where nothing is quite as it seems, and 
the only constant is the pleasure of swilling 
champagne in th,e company of the adorable 
grisettes at Maxims. 

The Merry Widow was intell igently and 
judiciously cast. The players and singers meshed 
the operetta into a cohesive musical and dramatic 
entity. The highly promising cast was blessed 
with two extremely talented lead actors -
Rupert Bagnall (Count Danilo) and Fiona 
Billinge (Hana Glawari). From the moment Miss 
Billinge made her stunning entra11ce, regal and 
resplendent in a shimmering black evening gown, 
acknowledging the sycophantic welcome from 
St. Brioche (Tim Massa), Cascada (a well-judged 
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performance from Bruno Newman) and other 
Frenchmen present , her presence dominated the 
stage. Rupert Bagnall, oozing all the easy charm 
of a 'fin de siecle' playboy 'without much talent 
for work', possessed all the fruity richness of 
voice and character necessary for the part. 
Studiously avoiding the enticements of broadly. 
based caricature, the finesse of his singing and 
observation had an eminently plausible charm, 
wit and consistency all of its own. ln their many 
confrontations, Dani.lo and Glawari never failed 
to strike convincing and entertaining dramatic 
sparks. 

Emma Bonner-Morgan as Valencienne, 
dabbling with the idea of an affair with Camille 
de Rossillon (an inspired last performance for the 
school by Andrew Morton), was a consistently 
engaging presence, even when sounding a little 
vocally frayed. Her last scene with Camille, when 
she urges an immediate ending to their 
association but is eventually persuaded into the 
dimness of the summerhouse for a final farewell 
kiss, was an infin itely human and tender 
moment. Andrew Morton's Camille de Rossillon 
would have graced tJ1e most fortunate 
production : he lent his role the most scrupulous 
attention to verbal weight, colour and meaning, 
singing with increasing confidence and panache. 

That the performance never degenerated into 
a series of only loosely connected set pieces was 
due to the strong supporting cast. Nicholas 



Braden's Baron Zeta, the Pontevedrian 
Ambassador, valiantly scheming to ensure that 
on no account should Hana Glawari's millions be 
lost to the fatherland Urrough any remarriage to 
a Parisian, gave bis role U1e measure of pompous 
self-righteousness that it required. Baron Zeta's 
colleagues at the Embassy (Jonathan Hudson, 
Rufus Edwards and Crawford Henderson) 
collectively showed great elegance and commit
ment. The comic name burned brightly . Crispin 
Whittell delivered a good cameo performance as 
Njegus, Chancery Clerk at the Embassy. His 
witty and topical asides to the audience were 
much appreciated and contributed a great deal 
to the levi ty of the production. The clarity and 
rhythmic certainty of the chorus, trained by 
Augusta Miller, gave The Merry Widow its high 
standard of professionalism. No review of Lehar's 
operetta would be complete without some 
mention of the gorgeous, pouting Grisettes. 
Adding enormous colour and sparkle to the 
closing stages of the play, they sang joyfully 
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of their work at Maxims and ended with a 
display of their prodigious talents as they broke 
into a lively 'can-can' . 

The Me1Ty Widow is an ensemble opera, 
requiring the most Onely detailed, needle
sharp conducting. Patrick Shelley managed to 
motiva te both the singers ru1d the accomplished 
orchestra. The accurate correlation of stage 
business and musical description was finely 
achieved. The light, subtle instrumental textures, 
combined with Mr. Shelley's colourful control of 
pace, contributed to this production's uplifting 
and pleasing effect. 

Final ly, at the end of Act flI , the sparring 
over, Hana Clawari and Count Danilo drop their 
defences and openly admit their love for each 
other (to the tune of the 'Merry Widow Waltz') 
and so, in the best tradit ion of Viennese opera, 
everything ends happily. What more could one 
wish for on a warm summer evning during 
Commem? 

A.K.W. 



Bodas de Sangre 
Modern Language Play 

Lorca's work is characterized by the use of 
Lhe strong rural imagery, especially of death and 
fate, typical of Andalucia in southern Spain. 
Bodas de Sangre is no exception a11d works 
through symbolism and dramatic expression. 
This type of play was ideal for a situation where 
the audience would not understand the dialogue 
and emotion had to be conveyed in a far more 
visuaJ and dramatic way. 

The novia ((iancee) and Leonardo were once 
engaged but never actually married. Leonardo 
has since married a wife whom he doesn't love 
and still sees the 11ovia in secret, although she too 
is about to marry the 11ovio. From the beginning 
it is stressed that Leonardo and the novia were 
always meant for each other and the fatalistic 
imagery suggests that the outcome will be tragic. 
The matter is cornplicated by Leonardo's family 
being involved in a bloody feud with the novio's 
family. Both the novio's brother and his father 
have already been killed. The Madre (the 11ovio 's 
mother) fears that her son wiJJ follow them to 
death in the feud when she hears of his engage· 
ment to the novia. After rhe wedding there is a 
lively celebration which ends abruptly with the 
news that the newly-wed novia has run away 
with Leonardo. The Madre dramatically divides 
the guests into two separate family groups in a 
striking symbolic reminder of their feuding. The 
no11io sets off in pursuit of hls unfaithful new 
wife. The scene is observed by three woodcutters 
and La Lune (the moon) who grimly remind us 
of the inevitability that the novio will frnd the 
lovers. He is finally led to them by la Mendiga 
(the beggar), who symbolises death and -ensures 
lhat Leonardo and the 11ovio kill each other in a 
knife fight. The 1wvia is left to return to her dead 
husband's mother and beg the forgiveness of 
mourning with her. Almost heroically the Madre 
concedes to this and stoically accepts her Joss by 
turning to God for support. 

This production included some notable 
individual performances accompanied by 
enthusiastic support from wedding guests, 
musicians and many others. Lourdes Bryson 
played the Madre with remarkable strength, 
inspiring others by her involvement in her 
character. The contrasting delicacy with wl1ich 
she comrolled the closing scene rounded off a 
competent and moving performance. Anna 
Genski as the novia complemented this, flowing 
through her lines at an incredible pace and 
successfully portraying the young woman, 
desperate in her inability to forget Leonardo and 
stand in the way of fate. Charlie Clarke brought 

some exemplary Spanish charm to the novio, 
aJong with a powerful resolve to avenge the 
dishonour with which his family is now faced. 
The ominous fatalism of the play was brought to 
life by Barnaby Mager as La Lune and Catherine 
Rawlings as La Mendiga. Both managed to 
convey the message successfully with a good 
sense of the required expression. Other 
memorable performances came from Daniel 
Gosland as the 11ovia 's aged father and Patrick 
Knechtli's cold determination as Leonardo. 
Rupert Angel's exhibition of his very own 
interpretation of the dance in the wedding scene 
may never be surpassed. Neither can James 
Macdonald, Patrick Flemming and Ben Siggers be 
omitted in the light of their chilling appearance 
as the woodcutters. 

All credit must be due to Dr. Such and Mrs. 
Ross, who managed to bring the whole thing 
together at incredible speed as the performances 
became imminent. Even the music was specially 
arranged for the production by Bruce Grant. 
lt was encouraging to see so many people 
involved and the standard was commendably 
high considering the sheer challenge of putting 
on a play in a foreign language. 

17 J. Arnold 



The Long and the Short and the Tall 
by Willis Hall 

The choice of Willis Hall's Tlze Long OJ1d tlze 
Short and the Tall for a junior play was 
ambitious. for the play is by no means simplistic 
and presents even the professional company 
with a number of difficulties. How was a young 
group with limited experience such as this to 
cope? Set in the Second World War. the play 
combines the comic with the grim and the sub
lime with the ridiculous in examining the nature 
of war and its impact on the common man 
forced to fight by the follic~ of politicians. There 
arc no parts in il for prospective 'Rambo' figures 

just for common men of considerable depth 
and character. The first production was under 
the guidance of the ever-active J .11. and look 
place in the Lent term when it was generally well 
received. so much so that J .S-S. was called on to 
resurrect it al Commemoration. giving me the 
chance of seeing it. 

The scenery was simple but effective, setting 
the scene well for the play. Corporal Johnston 
(Nicholas ~lanlield) and Sergeant Mitchem 
(:--.icholas Rye) were the first lo appear and 
proceeded 10 exert 1he1r authority on the 
situation. Though both were in positions of 
power. they demonstrated their skills in different 
ways. What icholas Rye seemed to lose in his 
approach was the strong authority which was 
present in the personality of Mitchem. who tries 
hard to show the logic of cold warfare and 
'common sense' in the face of illogical brutality 
or compassion. I le made Mitchem somewhat too 
warm for my liking. Nicholas Manfield's 
approach to his character was more in keeping 

with my original ideas on the play, even though 
his acting lacked some of the polish of icholas 
Rye. David Rees. although not as natural as the 
ochers. gave a spirited performance as the weak
wil1ed Whittaker. The star of the show for me, 
though, was Tim Bostel as the central character, 
Bamforth. He was the most blunt and humane 
of all the characters and so here was possibility 
for both wit and pathos. Both of these were very 
well executed in convincing style, and he resisted 
the temptation to reduce Bamforth 10 a mere 
ca rica tu re. 

Other roles were filled by Ben George, whose 
Welsh accent tended to be a little forced, 
resuJting in losses in other areas of his acting, 
as Private Evans: Ben Pclly as Private Smith who 
gave a very good supporting role as the man who 
'just obeyed orders': and Cyril Lee, a silent but 
channjng Japanese soldier. Christian Murray
Smith provided an excellent Scottish accent for 
his character of Macleish. but he did not quite 
fulfil the full potential of his character. 

Well. was the play any good? There have been 
no other 1unior productions over the last few 
years and so it is difficult to judge it in this light. 
It was certrunly enjoyable, but does that imply 
excellence? I leave you to decide. Finally, I am 
sorry that I could not review the talents of 
Messrs. Walker and Chapman as they did not act 
on the night l wiLnessed the play: and I would 
also like to say how well the backstage and make
up. lights. set production and front of house 
were organised. It was an entertaining evening. 

W. Wootten 

The Prodigy 
Hermann Hesse 

Hesse's book Unterm Rad translated literally 
means ·'under the wheel" and tells the story of 
the adolescence of a particularly gifted boy, Hans 
Giebenrath, the "Prodigy''. In particular it 
examines the effects of his friends and the 
education system on him. It is a disturbing story. 
for all are afrrud of the possibility that he might 
fall "under the wheel" which, of course, he docs. 
Ironically though, this not on account of any 
peer-group pressure but due to the overpowering 
concern shown towards him by those trying to 
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keep him away from such innucnces. namely his 
elders, and, above all, his teachers. 

The play. adapted from Hesse's book by 
Felicity and Michael Bird falls into three parts. It 
opens with Hans at lus home working towards a 
scholarship at the highly prestigious theological 
college at MauJbronn. His home town has never 
produced anything quite like him before. 
probably never will. and as a result, the pressures 
heaped upon him arc doubly onerous: after 
coming second in the exam (a fact that some-



what disturbs him; he feels that he ought to have 
come first), he is "encouraged" to continue his 
studies by well-meaning teachers so that when he 
reaches Maulbronn he will be well-prepared -
but at what cost? No-one save Herr Falig, the 
local cobbler, sees that this can only do more 
harm than good. Hans has no time to do the 
things he enjoys most, such as fishing. He begins 
having the headaches which reappear lacer with 
a vengeance when he is finally trapped "under 
the wheel". 

The second Act traces his life at Maulbronn 
and it is here that Hesse examines more than ever 
the effects of one's surroundings on oneself. Here 
we see the effects on Hans of, on the one hand, 
his constructive friendship with Hermann 
Heilner, a character whose individuality is almost 
indestructable, and, on the other hand, that most 
destructive .of forces, education. It is characters 
like Hellner who pose the greatest tlueat to the 
system (he writes poetry) and as such they must 
be isolated. Hans becomes his only friend with 
the result that he is regarded as equally 
dangerous. Overnight the appearance he has kept 
up of being an "ideal student" is shattered. 
Hellner is eventually expelled for his non
conformity and Hans' inability to reconcile what 
Heilner has shown him with the "system" leads 
to his breakdown and his leaving of Maulbronn. 

He returns home to be apprenticed to a local 
craftsman; everyone is under the illusion that it is 
Hans who has brought himself down. In reality, 
however, his enormous talent has been destroyed 
by the very people who should have enhanced it: 
his teachers. 

Initially it appears that the change has been 
for the better: Hans falls in love and settles down 
to the sort of life which any average person leads. 
One evening, whilst out with his friends at work 
he gets extremely drunk and disappears. We learn 
subsequently that he has drowned in the river, 
symbol of Hans at his happiest. We never learn 
whether it was an accident or suicide but some
how we feel that it is for the better: he has 
finally escaped from the world which has 
destroyed him. 

Working from the basic framework of a script 
which was by no means meant to be the 
definitive version, Mr Bird had drawn together 
the best ideas of the entire cast and used these as 
materials to build the final highly entertaining 
production. Obviously the more ideas going into 
a production the more imaginative the 
production will be, and by giving everyone a say 
Mr Bird succeeded not only in producing a very 
imaginative production, but also a cast who 
performed very much as a team. Some 
performances were of course better than o thers. 
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but these were exceptional because the support 
and consistency of the cast made them so good. 

Hans was played by l lugh Mackay. the star in 
a show which had no stars. It was an entirely 
credible, consistent performfoce of a very 
vulnerable yet equally brilliant boy. Quiet and 
subdued he never fell into the trap of over-acting 
- and as a result he aroused genuin~ sympathy 
in the audience for his helplessness. 

Guy Thomas-1:.verard resisted the temptation 
of playing Heilner as a wild eccentric and in 
going for an equally low-key performance made 
his friendship with I !ans entirely believable. 
Perhaps they were too similar, something which 
would have been dangerous had the rest of the 
cast not been so entirely different. 

Charles Snell was predictably nawless as Hans' 
father, combining both the funny and also, when 
needed, serious in portraying his inability to see 
the harm that was being done to his own son, 
and his eventual disbelief in his fal l. 

John Thompson too was hilarious as a 
"freaked-out" intellectual bewilderingly 

incapable of playing the violin, and together with 
Colin Levy, Edward Walker and Justin Eeles as 
fellow pupils provided welcome light-relief 
wherever the play threatened to get bogged 
down. The list goes on ..... 

The production was such a success precisely 
because so many people were so good as a group. 
Combined with the very atmospheric music 
played by Michael Briggs, the directing skills of 
Michael Bird and the script-writing ability of him 
and his wife, Felicity, the result was a production 
which, overall, was by far and away the most 
original I have seen at Sherborne. One last word. 
1 don't known whether or not there was any link 
intended between private education and the kind 
of stifling education depicted in the play, I some
how doubt it: but if there was some sort of a 
moral (and 1 think there was), it was to be 
yourself, something which this kind of highJy
polished production can on ly encourage. 

C. Whittell 

Incident at Vichy 
The Green House Play 

In July 1987, Klaus Barbie was jailed for life. 
having been found guilty on all charges brought 
against him during his eight-week trial at Lyons. 
By chance. The Green's choice of Arthur Miller's 
play reminded us of the grim reality of Barbie"s 
atrocious crimes. 

The action of the play lakes place in the town 
of Vichy in southern France in the year 1942. 
The Vichy government, though nominally 
independent of German rule. adopted at this 
time the Na1.i antisemitic policies of arresting 
Jews and dispatching them to concentration 
camps. Those Jews who had previously thought 
themselves safe in southern France found them· 
selves - in varying degrees of bewilderment and 
disbelief arrested and brought in for 
interrogation. Miller's play presents a group of 
such Jews, crowded in a waiting-room, about to 
face interrogation and to rind out what is to 
happen to them. 

I had not read Miller's play before seeing this 
produclion. le is no rcnection on the production 
that I feel no particular desire to do so now. 
Indeed, the reverse is true: one could sec that 
there are longueurs in the text which even the 
strengths of this production by MAS-W did not 
conceal. and it is those strengths which I should 
wish to remember. 
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lL was a remarkable co-operative effort and 
achievement. Jonathan Young and Christopher 
Wells had the major parts. and they performed 
creditably. But it was the atmosphere built up by 
t11e concerted efforts of all the cast which was 
most memorable. othing much happens on 
stage: one after another, those waiting are 
marched offstage into an inner room, whence the 
only indication of what is happening to those 
who do not return comes in the form of bursts 
of mirthless laughter. This simple staging gives 
Miller's play power to move: he understates and 
thereby enforces his theme of the horrors of the 
persecution of innocence. This production 
(without interval) sustained remarkably our sense 
of apprehension as were presen ted with the 
gamu t of the detainees' reactions to what is 
happening to them: naivete, disbelief, terror, 
resignation, outrage. 

It was unusual to feel oneself part of a 
Sherborne audience held so sustaine<lly by the 
dramatic action itself. particularly in those 
imerludes silent but for an offstage, eerily 
uncertain, attempt at playing Bach. A pity that 
so few Shirburnians thought that seeing this play 
was a worthwhile way to spend a Saturday 
evening. 

R.G.P. 



The Brass Butterfly 
rhe Lyon House Play 

I confess that J had never thought much of 
this play. I read it once, some years ago, when I 
was in the process of choosing a school play and 
I was not encouraged by what I read. It was thus 
with some misgivings and doubts as to how 
tl1ings would turn out that I attended the Lyon 
House production directed by J.S-S. A largely 
inexperienced cast rose to the occasion with 
remarkable skill and it was not long before I 
realised that I had greatly underestimated the 
potentia l and quali ty of the play. The plot 
concerns a Roman Emperor (Azmi Sharom) 
worried that his rather idling and unstatesman
like heir (Edward Gray) will prove impotent to 
prevent Posthumous (Mark Turner) from trying 
to take the throne by force. The appearance of 
a strange inventor (I Iarry Clarke) with his steam
ship, his pressure cooker, and his beautiful 
assistant Euphrosyne (Jemima Clarke) eventually 
changes the situation and the 'enemy· is over
come. 

Bu t this is not really the essence of the play: 
it is a divertisse111e111 , what the eighteenth
century would have called a capriccio, not 
without its serious ideas and undertones but not 
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in itself in the tradition of the well-made play. It 
was greatly to the credit of the producer, his cast 
and the simple but effective designs that the 
characters emerged as much more than cardboard 
cyphers. There was a freshness - one might even 
say a kind of ingenuousness - about the 
production which made it wholly delightful. 
Azmi Sharom made the Emperor in10 a 
sympathetic figure who managed LO be both 
dignified and amusing; Edward Gray was 
particularly effect as Mamillius, the young heir, 
Mark Turner made Posthumous both 
swaggeringly arrogant and uangerous. Harry and 
Jemima Clarke (nu relation in real life~) brought 
the inventor and his assistant convincingly to life. 
While it is invidfous to single out ind ividuals, I 
noticed that David Bridge's name occurred on 
the programme fou r times - an indication of his 
very considerable efforts in lhe field of drama 
while he was at the school. My thanks go to him 
and to J .S-S., his cast and backstage workers for 
a production that made me change my mind 
about tJ1e worth of a play: no small achievement! 

J.H. 



The Local Stigmatic 
By Heathcote Williams 

TI1e Local Stigmatic was a short piece staged 
over Commem., produced by lick Boulton. It 
was an unassuming and simple production that 
certainly suited the play"s background as part of 
the I 960"s fringe movement. but sadly it also 
denied the production the audiences it deserved. 

It is a dark and disturbing play that creates 
a vision of extreme brutality in London. Using 
intense language and violent physical images it 
conveys a view of a rouen society: one that is 
evidently fired by Williams' anarchistic beliefs. 
His hatred of the bourgeoisie and opposition to 
the forces of the establishment are all in some 
sense apparent, but he avoids the social realism 
favoured by some of his contempories and 
instead presents this mysterious, unexplained 
scene to raise a direct emotional response from 
the audience. 

As the play opens. Graham. played by Robert 
Sturges, is in the middle of a tirade about his 
latest loss at the Greyhound races owing to some 
ill advice he received. This loss plagues him 
during the play as he curses the dog and vents his 
anger on his companion. Ray. Ray is much 
slower and dimmer, and acts as Graham·s right
hand man; he "as portrayed very convincingly 
by Dom Simpson. There is much mindless cross
talk. which is suddenly cut by changes of subject 
and olllbursts of verbal abuse. This eventually 
leads to them chatting up David. an actor, al a 
bar and then brutally beating him up outside. 
The total meaninglessness of the action makes it 
an absurd and yet powerful image, and through
ou t the play there is a black humour that only 
raises the audience'!. discomfort. 

The three actors conveyed the tone of the 
play very well. Robert Sturges· performance was 
perhaps slightly forced and so at times his anger 

lacked credibility. but his coldness and lack of 
compassion came across very well, particularly 
in the violent scene. Dom Simpson, with his dull 
expressions and slow mind, was much more 
natural and he created an ideal companion for 
Graham. ick Boulton. as might be expected, 
was really in a different class and displayed his 
versatility by first appearing as a reeling drunk. 
am! then as David. The former appearance was a 
brilliant piece of acting, causing much amuse
ment. However, although his David was very 
accomplished, at times he went rather over the 
top and so detracted from the play. In particular 
I remember the very funny scene where Ray is 
staring at him and he is shifting uncomfortably. 
nervously glancing back. This was very well done. 
but slightly diluted the rawness of the play and 
in my view did not really lit. Altogether. though. 
he showed what a fine acwr he is. and. if he did 
slightly indulge in overacting, it was certainly 
understandable. 

The strength of the production could be said 
to lie in its surface, with several memorable 
moments and line performances. Any weaknesses 
principally came from a lack of real depth of 
feeling from underneath the text. evertheless it 
was a particularly fine performance considering it 
was produced in such a short space of time. and 
when seen in its context. the criticisms have to 
wither into the background. Particularly I th.ink 
that all those involved should be thanked just for 
producing this interesting play: we rarely see 
drama of this type here and, even with th1s short 
glimpse, it seems so much more challenging and 
intriguing than all those drawing rooms with 
colonels and long cigarette-holders that we so 
often meet. 

D. Pinder 
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Organ Recital 
given by Dominic Wheeler 

on l lth and 12th July 1987 

Dominic Wheeler displayed a1 C'ommem, the 
virtuosity that gained him his ARCO (Associate 
of the Royal College of Organists) when he gave 
an organ recital in the Chapel. On two 
consecutive nights. he played works by Franck, 
Herbert Howells, Langlais, Bach, and Vierne. 
This choice shows his wide ability to play many 
styles. 

The concert began with a Bach Introduction 
and Fugue, which Dominic dived into after 
rushing from the Carden Concert! The piece was 
played with style, with the few wrong notes not 
affecting the overall form. 

Cesar Franck's Prelude, Fugue and Variation 
is a gentle. moving piece with a most beautiful 
opening. This piece is ideally suited to the organ. 
and was taken slo'' ly. at a speed which seemed 
very appropriate. 

The noisy and highly rhythmic Langlais 
displayed a different side of Dominic's talent. 
This work required much dexterity and a lot 01 

energy. Many contrasts were achieved by the use 
of different stops and volume. making this 
performance extremely powerful. 

Herbert Howells has writte11 much music for 
church use, but this was from a book of Organ 
Music written for Princess Anne. This was 
another rhythmically complex piece, excellently 
handled, although l lowelfs music seems rather 
lacking in imagination. 

The concenl ended with Vienne's Cari/1011 
de Westminster, a set of variations on the Big 
Ben chimes, employing the full strength of the 
organ. This was for me surely the most exciting 
of the works. bringing the event to a tuneful and 
highly enjoyable end. 

P. Purchase 
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Census '87 

In 1963, The Shirbumian produced a census along similar lines to the one which is printed below. 
In both cases, all boys in the fifth and sixth forms answered the census (or so the house reps assure 
me!). We have tried to compare the results from the two years, as well as commenting on the 
idiosyncracies of individual houses. It is not often possible to make a direct comparison with the '63 
census as we have altered many of the questions: some of the old questions no longer apply and some 
were poorly phrased. To make easier reading, all the figures have been put into percentages. 

Should school prefects be elected? .. 
Would you rather be a school prefect than play for the l st XV? 
Should there be compulsory sport for the sixth form? .. 
Is the C.C.F. still a worthwhile part of the school? 
Are you happy with the opportunities for developing your Artistic interests? 
Are you happy with the opportunities for developing your Muscial interests? 

Yes 

40 
48 
24 
46 
38 
67 

No 

54 
46 
75 
45 
33 
14 

Don't 
Know 

6 
6 
I 
9 

29 
19 

Although only 40% feel that school prefects should be elected, there ltas been a significant increase 
since I 963 when the fig11re was 22%. The only house now in favour of such a system is Westcott, with 
a vote of 64%. School prefects seem to have a slight advantage over members of the l st XV. although 
many thought that they were the same thing! Not surprisingly, perhaps, the Green showed 64% in 
favour of belonging to the Ist XV. as did Wallace! Compulsory sport has never been popular, 
although our predecessors were not quite so strongly against it. 

Should there be more links with the Girls' School? 
Should we co-operate more with local schools? .. 
Should we stay in one house throughout our time here? 
Do you approve of the clothing regulations? 
Are school meals acceptable? 
Do you approve of corporal punishment? . . 

Yes No Do11 't 
Know 

76 19 5 
64 27 9 
72 19 9 
32 64 4 
30 6 1 9 
46 48 6 

There was general enthusiasm over the Girls' School and those not ,in favour mumbled something 
about Sloanes (should we worry about the Don't Knows?). The willingness to co-operate more with 
local schools ought to be followed up (the word 'more' is slightly misleading since there is no co· 
operation at the moment). School House was the only house in favour of the clothing regulations and 
also felt the most strongly about corporal punishment , with a massive 74% enjoying a good beating! 
The 82% in favour of corporal punishment in J 96-3 showed little respect for the strength of the 
Headmaster's right ann - ROM is an altogether different prospect! The Central Feeding figures are 
somewhat predictable, perhaps even 30% is something or a triun1ph. 
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Do you consider yourself a Christian? 
Is the Chapel an essential part of the school? 
Should Sunday services be compulsory? .. 

Yes No 

55 35 
56 38 
29 58 

Don't 
Know 

10 
6 

13 

Only 44% considered themselves Christians in 1963. Harper and Lyon are now the only houses 
with a minority of Christians. As far as compulsory services are concerned, The Green are most ln 
favour with 56%, and Lyon the least with only 9%. 

Do you want to go to university? 
Would you go to Oxbridge before other universities? 
Are you happy with the careers guidance you have had? (sixth form only) 
Would you rather be a stockbroker than a farmer? 

Yes 

84 
49 
33 
51 

No Don'1 
Know 

9 7 
37 14 
50 17 
35 14 

More want to go to university now than in 1963 (84% as opposed to 71%), but the prestige of 
Oxbridge seems to have declined a little. Abbeylands expect more from the Careers department, only 
5% were satisfied. The stockbroker and farmer question was supposed to correspond with the 1963 
question , ' ls your ambition security rather than wealth?' 50% favoured security and 4 1 % favoured 
wealth. This year's question was asked before the Stock Exchange disaster at the end of October -
l wonder how this would have affected the resu lts? 

Do you read a newspaper every day? 
Are you a member of a pressure group (CND, Amnesty, Greenpeace, etc.)? 
Would you favour a universal education system? 
Do you tend to watch a video on Saturday nights? 
Do you regularly watch plays in the PoweU Hall? 
Do you read comics? 

Yes 

57 
18 
29 
58 
46 
50 

No Don 't 
Know 

37 6 
81 I 
60 11 
34 8 
47 7 
43 7 

About two-thirds of each house reads a newspaper daily but the overaU figure was brought down 
by The Green , where only 23% like to keep abreast of current affairs. Shirburnians don't seem to 
patronize pressure groups (the three members of Lyon House who answered 'Don't Know' were 
slightly worrying). Abbeylands was the only house with a majority in favour of one education system 
with 56%; in 1963, only 2 1 % favoured such a system, with Abbeylands (I 0%) least in favour. 84% 
of Abbey house regularly watched a Saturday night video whilst School and Harper tended to find 
other things to do. Lyon leads the comic readers with a healthy 71% whereas 89% of Wallace sought 
more intellectually stimulating reading. 

Do you find the school excessively restrictive after the holidays? (6th form) 
Are•you genuinely interested in your A-level subjects? (6th form) . . 
Were you pleased with your 0-level results? (6th form) 
Are the drinking regulations fair? (Upper Sixth). . . . 

Yes 

63 
70 
48 
55 

No Don't 
Know 

33 4 
22 8 
45 7 
41 4 

83% of The Digby found the school restrictive compared to only 42% in Abbeylands, who 
expressed further satisfaction, with 69% saying that they were pleased with their 0-level results; only 
24% of The Green were pleased with their 0 -level results. There was general satisfaction with the 
drinking regulations, except in Lyon where nobody was happy with them. 
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Do you like reading: 
Shakespeare? 
Keats? .. 
Dickens? .. 
llughes? .. 
Pinter? .. 
Archer? .. 

Yes No Don 'r 
Know 

42 
15 
40 
21 
22 
45 

41 
36 
32 
29 
22 
31 

17 
49 
28 
50 
56 
24 

Shakespeare and Jeffrey Archer come out on top. representing somewhat catholic tastes, I 
suppose. Members of TI1e Green simply don·t like reading r k was the greatest enthusiasm they 
could muster for any author (a third of them do read comics, though). One person said of Harold 
Pinter, "Who does he play for ?" and such a response is renected in the 56% of Don't Knows. In 
1963, Shakespeare was the clear favourite with 86% saying that they enjoyed reading him, including 
92% from The Green! 

Which newspaper would you buy? 

30 

20 

-
JO 

-

1Ymes Ind. Tel. Guard. Moil Exp. Sun 
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Whal radio station do you listen to? Which party would you vote for? 

·The Times' and the 'Daily Maif were the most popular newspapers in all houses except 
Abbeylands. where slightly more sensitive beings prefer The l11depe11de111. In 1963, 61 % preferred the 
Telegraph, which makes them thinking Tories as opposed to today's Mail readers, who might be called 
unthinking Tories. T he Conservative majority was strong in all houses. Abbey I louse also professed a 
strong inclination towards Screaming Lord Such, and three members of The Green said they would 
vote for the Bring·A·Bottle Patty! 

In 1963, a general 'Spectrum of Satisfaction· was published in the census. The one below compares 
the answer to this year's question ·Are you generally satisfied with the school?' with the 1963 
·spectrum'. Those tending to the left show dissatisfaction and those to the right enthusiasm. 

1987 

L 
1963 

h m 
a ,, cgdbe f 

~~~~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~R 

g a b d f 
c 

There are a couple of points worth mentioning in conclusion. The differences between the houses 
came out far more strongly in 1963 than in this year's census - I think Central Feeding might have 
something to do with the decline in house-pride, which many would say is a very good thing. 
Secondly, despite the multitude of complaints daily heard around the school, the majority of those 
who answered the census gave between six and eight as a measure of their general satisfaction. 
Finally, I would like to thank the following for their help in producing the census: J . Mitchell, 
J. Lambie, C. Allen, T. Jones, D. Gosland, D. Pinder, B. de la Rosa, E. Bush, J. Drake. 

The Editor 
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School Fees - Worth Every Penny 
.. Oh. the school's got millions in the City.'" 
"I suppose it must have." 
··And it owns masses of land in che town ... 

I should think the fees aren't a11 that great a part 
of its income." 

Having heard a number of such conversations, 
I decided to do my first bit of investigative 
journalism for a shockingly exclusive revelation 
of all the school's most tightly held financial 
secrets: through questions of devastating tact I 
was going to expose the hidden millions, the 
Mayfair penthouse for retired masters, the 
helicopter pad on the top of Abbey Grange; the 
fees would come crashing down , the Bursar 
would receive life imprisonment in a top-security 
gaol, and grateful parents would send me fat 
cheques (have you ever met an honest 
journalist?). 

Thus it was a big moment when I popped the 
big question in my most casual journalese: "What 
sort of investments does the school have then, 
Bursar?"' 

"None whatsoever." 
Ah. a minor setback. 
··And ... er ... how about land?" 
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.. There's fourteen acres in Gillingham left over 
from the original Edward VI charter, but most of 
that is disappearing soon under the GilUngham 
by-pass.·' 

I looked up at the Bursar to find him grinning 
genially. He had always seemed the honest sort; 
perhaps life imprisonment was going a bit far. 

I sighed. and turned my attentions to the 
more mundane matters of school fees and the 
Appeal Eton owns a large chunk of Belgravia, 
Winchester a significant part of Hampshire, and 
Sherborne ... fo urteen acres in Gillingham, and 
not for much longer either. In spite of this, the 
school fees alone bring in about C4Yi million per 
annum (at £6,840 per boy p.a. this is one of the 
most expensive on the market). A further t I ~ 

million has been gained from the Appeal 
launched in 1984. About half of this is still to 
come in the form of four or seven year 
covenants. The Appeal is continued with the 
annual meeting for fourth form parents and 
letters that are sent out whenever covenants 
expire. 

Apart from the fees and the Appeal, the 
school receives very liule money. About £ 10,000 



p.a. is paid as rent by the four sites at Hyle Farm 
that were recently sold for industrial develop
ment. Once the compulsory purchase on the 
Gillingham land has gone through. t11e remainder 
of the fourteen acres will also probably be sold 
for development, ils value having greatly 
increased with its proximity to the by-pass. 

Jt is widely thought that if a governntent were 
to remove the School's charitable status, the fees 
would rise astronomically. This is not the case. 
according to the Bursar. Charitable status excuses 
the school from Corporation Tax - a substantial 
tax levied on profit made by businesses - but, as 
the school spends rather more t11an it earns at the 
moment, this is unimportant. We are also 
excused, as a charity, from about £25,000 of 
rates each year, a fairly negligible amount. 
Moreover, without charitable status, the school 
could reclaim the VAT that it pays as a charity. 
Thus it would seem that political noises about 
removing our privileged status can be ignored by 
those who fear the safety of this venerable 
institution. 

It is interesting to compare the school's 
income of, say, £5 million p.a. with that of a 
comprehensive school. A Warwickshire compre
hensive with about eight hundred and twenty 
pupils (there are six hundred and sixty at 
Sherborne) receives about £1.2 miIJion p.a. from 
the government Before we all throw up our 
hands in horror at such gross injustice. it must be 
said that a comprehensive has considerably fewer 
expenses than an independen·t st:hool. Our £.5 
million pays for all of our everyday expenses -
food, laundry, clothing, stationery and so on. 
The food allowance is £1.70 per boy per day 
(about £275 ,000 p.a.): laundry bil ls come to 
about £120,000 p.a_ and abou t £12,000 p .a. is 
spent through the chit system. 

TJ1ere still rema ins a vast difference between 
the annual income of t he two schools. There are 
a number of reasons for this, not least the 
amounts that are paid as masters' salaries. 
Although we have some one hundred and sixty 
fewer pupils, there are more masters here than at 
this comprehensive school: ninety as opposed to 
fifty two. This difference is reflected in the 
annual expend iture on salaries: £ 1.8 million and 
£800,000. We also have a far greater number of 
anci!Jary staff and their salaries add up to signifi
cantly more: tills school pays £600,000 p.a. to 
its ancillary staff, the comprehensive pays 
£85,000. The recent 16% rise for state school 
teachers has been more or less matched in the 
salaries of our teachers, who remain about four 
or five thousand pounds better off than their 
state-paid equivalents. On top of this, many take 
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advantage of free meals and favourable housing 
arrangements. Having said that, they work 
considerably longer hours than most state-paid 
teachers who, for the moment anyway, are 
generally unwilling to put in extra hours super
vising sport and extra-curricular activities until 
they are paid more. 

It is our facilit ies that makes us so fortunate 
compar-ed with comprehensive schools. A healthy 
£10,000 p.a. is spent by the library as opposed 
to a laughable £500 in this particular compre
hensive. DepartmentaJ allowances fol low the 
same sort of pattern. The books, video equip· 
ment and outings that we enjoy simply do not 
exist in the departments of some comprehen
sives. 

The above figures, which I believe to be 
general ly accurate. make rather dry reading. T he 
amount of money tlrnt this school receives and 
its allocation arc somewhat predictable. The 
point of setting them out is to dispel any 
rumours of the invested millions or the 
monopoly of Sherborne land. The point of 
comparing them with the figures from the 
comprehensive (which are entirely accurate) is 
self-evident. When you read down a list of 
departmentaJ allowances and see such figures as 
£25 .28 for a Careers Depart ment, and then 
t:onsider our own department which employs a 
secretary and is soon to occupy new, modern 
premises, there is surely a lesson to be learnt. The 
imbalance is obvious and I defy anyone to justify 
it. Don't try to contact the Bursar of this 
t:omprehensive: t11ey don' t have one. 

C. Ledgard 

, 
'I am sure none of you boy are responsible for 

putting the frogs in Matron 's bed last night. · 

The photograph opposite won Justin Douglas 
a place in the semifinal of the 

International Young Wildlife Photograpl1er of the Year 



Biology Field Trip 
to Slapton Field Centre 

J~L' s WELJ....-1'R.AVfLLfV 

8IOL06-ICAL UeAV-P/Elf". 

As the last details were seen Lo (cravats 
strajghtened, pyjama-type shins dusted down 
and black locks stuck together}. the automated 
farm trailer drew into the courts. JRL jumped 
out, and with glee that almost surpassed the 
weekly Narure-reading (nastily intellectual 
magazines that not even the U.6 top set can 
make head or tail of - Ed.) coerced our baggage 
into the trailer and us into the gas van. We sat 
miserably tight, pale and trepid faces regretting 
that there was such a thing as end of term 
celebrations. When the stragglers had been 
rounded up, JR L pulled off and started to 
excite us with stories of what was to come. Most 
people were unimpressed as Phil Collins and the 
Cure were singing and whining them to sleep. I 
managed to keep up some semblance of 
repartee, until some two hundred kilometres and 
my supposedly caustic humour made JRL 
unable to promise that he wouldn't kill me 
before the trip was over. 

We arrived in the early evening and were 
entranced by the culinary delights or under· 
cooked sausage and warm baked beans. Then we 
were shepherded to a classroom where a certain 
Keith explained the purpose of our visit, which is 
just as well as some of us were beginning to 
wonder. He failed to maintain our interest for 
Jong as our gaze wandered over the young ladies 
in the room. Opinions conf1n11ea t11e voice that 
croaked: 'we should have brought some of our 
own!' 

Next morning at 0700 hours we were torn 
from the arms of tropical beauties by the sharp 
scream of an electric alarm. Having packed our 
lunches, we experienced the first breakfast: 
better than the school equivalent but no culinary 
delight. 

That day we worked on shingle ridges doing 
much tlte same as we did the next several days. 
collecting plant samples and investigating their 
reasons for wanting to live exactly there! We 
were joined during the day, by E. Dix-Perkins, 
who had decided to come somewhat later than 
the rest or us. 

The evenings were remarkably pleasant as we 
went 10 the shingle ridges and watched life go by. 
This and the few coffee breaks were the only 
relaxation, as we worked from 07 30 until 2100. 
Entertainment was also previded by a handful or 
colourful characters from Aston University, who 
spent most of their entire time teasing us about 
our origin and our behaviour, but who were 
extremely friendly to us. 

Having done five days of work and a one day 
project, the party broke up with myself leaving 
first for an aeroplane home. I am told that I 
missed a somewhat wild last night. (Although I 
doubt it. School rules were being enforced.) 
Nothing will ever erase the memory of JRL 
sitting on a stone with his well-travelled 
biological head piece, looking out to sea as he 
marveJJed at the knowledge that we were 
accumulating. The hat will never be seen again. 
It was retired to the Museum of The Age of the 
Dinosaurs. 

M. Juel 
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SPORT 

Cricket 

1st XI 

To have two days pre-season training outside 
in shirtsleeve weather with 28 out of 29 boys in 
attendance. the captain being mysteriously 
detained in the Iranian Embassy (and, we 
suspect, in less diplomatic establishments), 
seemed too good to be true. So it was to prove in 
the middle of the term, when we didn't bowl a 
ball for a month. 

With none of last year's end-of-term bowlers 
returning. that department looked very weak, 
though the batting appeared solid. Neither 
prediction turned out to be truly accurate. 

The opening bowling partnership was a 
problem for much of the season. Springfield, 
although he often looked dangerous. could not 
bowl straight enough to get wickets, and Bagnall, 
who missed games at both ends of the season 
with other commitments. bowled with great 
hean, but apart from claiming four wickets 
against both Bradfield and Downside. bowled too 
many bad balls. Levy. like Vassigh last season. a 
product of the 'B' teams, sensed our weakness in 
the seam department and turned from being a 
spinner to a very steady medium pace bowler. 

The spin department was nearly very good. 
Macpherson. after taking only five wickets in the 
Ju 1i1or Colts last year, had a week's coaching 
before pre-season training and immediately 
looked our best prospect. With his bouncy, 
Lively action. his good 'loop', and great powers 
of spin . he started the season brilliantly, but fell 
away a Little. Hodges was the enigma of the 
season. He was easily our steadiest bowler; during 
periods of pressure the captain nearly always 
called upon him, and was rarely disappointed, 
and yet, as his figures show. he never got the 
wickets he deserved. 

The expected strengt h in the batting did not 
materialize. Although the openers Youngman 
and Ashworth were rarely split early, neither 
converted good starts into good scores. James, 
stylish, like a rabbit between the wickets. and a 
good 'situations' player did not quite produce 
the goods of which he looked capable in such 
innings as his nuent 62 not out v Radley, and a 
fighting 54 to hold the team together against the 
Free Foresters. The middle order of Leeke and 
Hodges looked very capable. Leeke, a Colt , 
played some excellent 'team innings' early on, 

but faded away badly. Hodges, as good as anyone 
in practice. showed his true ability in the fine 
match winning partnership against Hailey bury, 
with Atwell. a fourth former, who scored two 
fifties in the last week of the season after 
consistently high scoring in both the Junior and 
Senior Colts. 

This rather patchy batting was held together 
by consistent high scoring from the Captain, 
Kardouni. Allying his tremendous willpower, 
aggression and determination to his awesome 
strength he intimidated many schoolboy bowlers. 
His 1 14 not ou t. out of 188- 9 . again st good 
Taunton bowling was quite outstanding, as was 
his fatherly help to debutant Atwell, in a vital 
partnership on the same day. 

Highlights of the season seemed to stem from 
adversity. Fine bowling by Levy, supported by 
Hodges, dismissed a strong Millfield side for 174 
after being 95 - 0. A fine spell of bowling from 
Ashworth, allied to brilliant ground fielding 
(which was always a hallmark of this team and 
in which James was constantly outstanding) 
dragged us back from the dead to save the game 
against Blundells, after a dismal team 
performance . Finally, after being hammered 
mercilessly by a strong MCC batting li11e-up, and 
by an equally aggressive Pilgrin1s team, the 
bowlers led by sustained, aggressive fast bowling 
by Springfield really produced the goods at the 
Festival. 

The 1987 I st XI have been a pleasure to have 
coached and the ir attitude throughout has been 
excellent. At practice and on the field they have 
been determined and aggressive, as is shown in 
the improvement in the ground fielding and in 
the running between the wickets, which became 
one of the outstanding parts of their game by the 
end of the season. 

My thanks go to Mike Cleaver for all his time 
and effort in organising the cricket over the last 
four years - a thankless task performed 
admirably with no fuss. Thanks also must be 
offered lo Mr & Mrs Lugg for feeding all the 
players and visitors; to Nick Waaler, our scorer, 
the 'Wendy Wimbush' of Sherborne; and to 
Charles Allen, Mike Nurton and Alan Willows 
for their help at practices. I have left the most 
important part of this report to last. In the two 
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years of his captaincy Aadel Kardouni 's team has 
been undefeated, but this does nothing to reflect 
his contribution to Sherborne cricket. The high 
standards he sets for himself and his team-mates. 
his level of dedication and determination. his 
tremendous will power and his intimate know
ledge of his players as people, as well as 
cricketers. have all combined to make him a 

captain of the highest calibre. He has set a 
standard in captaincy that will set a challenge for 
all future Sherborne leaders. For that is what he 
has been an outstanding leader, who will be 
sorely missed. 

Results: Played 17. Won 4. Drawn I 0. Lost O. Abandoned 3 

Sherborne 

Dorset Rangers 

Sherborne Town 

Sherborne 

Radley 
Sherbornc 

Bradfield 

Sherborne 

~Ii II field 

Sherborne 

Sherborne 
King's Taunton 

Sherborne 
Clifton 

Sherborne 

Can ford 

Downside 

Sherborne 

Sher borne 
Free Foresters 

Sher borne 

Blundells 

Sherborne 
Taunton 

MCC 
Sherborne 

Pilgrims 
Sherborne 

2::!5 for 3 dee 

118 all out 

145 

116 for 7 

2 16 for 6 dee 
202 for 7 

127 

I :!8 for 4 

174 

100 for 5 

185 for 6 dee 

• o play 

219 for 7 dee 

200 for 4 

150 

158 for 8 

159 
107 for 6 

217 for 5 dee 

214 for 6 

188 for 9 dee 
150 (or 5 

241 for3dec 
191 for 8 

250 for 4 dee 
164 for 7 

Kardouni 98. 
Youngman 43 
Levy 3 for 10 

Macpherson 4 for 30 
Hodges 4 for 38 

Macpherson 4 for 5::! 
James 62 *, 
Kardouni 51 

Macpherson 5 for 3 
Bagnall 4 for 36 
Kardouni 67* 

Levy 5 for 46 
Hodges 3 for 65 

Kardouni 51 

Ashworth 72 
Leeke 42 

Won by 107 runs 

Drawn 

Drawn 

Won by 6 wickets 

Drawn 

Rain 

Rain 

Bagnall 4 for 58 Won by 2 wickets 
Levy 3 for 26 
Kardouni 8 1 

James 54 Drawn 

Kardouni S 1 , Drawn 
Ashworth 43, James 40 
Ashworth 4 for 48 

Kardouni 114* Drawn 

Atwell 59, 
Kardouni 47 

Kardouni 54 

Drawn 

Drawn 

c.s. 



Hailey bury 158 Macpherson 3 for 5 I Won by 6 wickets 
Sherborne IS9for4 Atwell 75*, Hodges 40 

Marlborough 144 Springfield S for 73 Drawn 

Sherborne 92 for 8 
Levy 3 for 36 
Kardouni 4S 

Cheltenham S6 for 8 Springfield 3 for 21 Rain 

Sherborne Bagnall 3 for 24 

Inns. No. Runs H.S. Av. 100 so 
A. Kardouni 15 2 682 114* S2.46 I 7 
B. Atwell 5 I J6S 75* 41.25 2 
A. James 15 3 344 62* 28.67 2 
T. Ashworth IS 0 300 72 20.00 I 
R. Youngman 14 2 228 43 19.00 
S. Leeke 14 3 196 42 17.82 
P. Hodges 14 2 19S 40 16.2S 
T. Levy 11 3 121 26* I S.13 

Also batted: Macpherson - 0*, 0*, 3*, 8, S, I, 2*, Whittell - 6, 0, 9*, 7*, I ~ Bagnall - 3, IS, 8*, 
Campbell - 0, 2*; Old 0, I* ; Clarke - 2*; Pratt - 11; Springfield O* 

Overs Mdns Runs Wk ts Av. 
T. Levy 117.4 17 371 2S 14.84 
R. Bagnall 106 24 283 16 17.69 
A. Macpherson 182.3 44 480 26 18.46 
R. Springfield 112.1 27 327 IS 21.80 
P. Hodges 212 47 603 17 3S.47 

Also bowled: T. Ashworth 40-12-102-6-17.00; J . Old 23-6-68-2-34 .00; C'. Clarke 22-6-59- 1-59.00; 
B. Atwell 6-1-12- J-12.00; R. Youngman 2-0-14-0. 

,, 
SeN5lN6' A weAKt't;S5 

IN n+r: SEN1 DE"PA~MiENT.~ 

(ANP ~1l.'lk1f'(G- 'r/~/Lf lltG 

l ltow 15 H OT ) -
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2nd XI 

ll was a season of delightful carefree cricket 
necessarily tempered at times by the need for 
gelling heads down and displaying determination 
both with bat and ball and, not least, in the field. 

It was good to see natural ability developing 
and there were some excellently played innings 
with tingling stroke-play, although there was 
on occasion a propensity lo commit hara-kari 
when a rather different situation demanded an 
alternative approach. The bowling was usually 
quite penetrating. certainly energetic and mostly 
on a good line, while the fielding, when at its 
most vibrant, could bring off some superlative 
catches and stops. 

On a personal level, Tom Wilson was a calm 
and competent captain , and showed a fine sense 
of ba lance in his changes of bowling, while 
learning the craft of field-placing as the term 
progressed. Me came into his own with his leg 
spin bowling later in the season. Colin 
Crosthwaite opened the b:llting and produced 
some marveUously cavalier innings including one 
century. Simon Campbell opened both batting 
and bowling with aplomb and steady nerve, 
except when flirting briefly with the lst XI. 
Jason Lockyer followed at I st wicket down and 
produced several miglny innings - one of 92 not 

out was particularly devastating on the unhappy 
bo\\ ling. Steve Kilmartin at number 4 frequently 
promised but too often sadly got out just when 
he seemed set. John Drake also frequently 
looked good but somehow failed to stay at the 
crease long enough. All the above players 
possessed some excellent strokes which they 
frequently demonstrated. John Old proved to be 
a ferociously attacking bowler and a demon in 
the field, and produced very good analyses on 
several occasions. Tom /\inger, who played the 
role of the old warhorse, steady, dependable, 
always put I 00~ effort in one spell at 
Bournemouth being particularly memorable. The 
two other all-rounders, Matthew Evans, whose 
batting developed more than his bowling to the 
extent that he could be very reliab le in a crisis, 
and Eddie Masters, who started as a stock bowler 
but finished as a regular wicket-taker and whose 
batting ability matured at Blundell's, also made 
their mark. John Binks, who took over halfway 
through the season as a wicket keeper from Tom 
Wilson, was competent and ever ready to 
improve his technique. 

A good season overall, with much promise, 
much enjoyment and much for the venerable 
umpire to wonder at. 
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Results: Played 8, Won 4, Drawn 1, Lost 2, Abandoned 1 

Sherborne 179 for 6 dee 
Marlborough 82 for 8 

Sher borne 176 for 6 dee 
Taunton I JO 

Sherborne 153 for S dee ; 
Millfield l 55 for 3 

Shcrborne 219 for 3 dee 
Milton Abbey 

Sherborne 80 
Can ford 63 

WelJs Cathedral School 66 
Sherbo me 67 for I 

Sherborne 123 
Blundell's 125 forS 

CampbeU 53 
Campbell 4 for 17 Match Drawn 

Crosthwaite 115 
Match won 

Match lost 

Lockyer 92 not out 
Match abandoned 

Old 5 for 13 Match won 

Old 4 for 61 
Match won 

Match lost 

Tl-fE S[;loN O gJ 5HOW 

A P£OPENSllY FOR cof.1-

M l'f1 I NG- 1-fARA-KI RI. 
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3rd XI 

or, How they brought. the Good Game into Disrepute 

When they put on their pads and then sprang to the crease , 
They looked like a force that could threaten world peace; 
There was Pinder and Wilson, there was Madden and Hatch, 
Young Westwater and Brown never holding a catch; 
There was Lambie who thunders and Kilburn who turns, 
And such wielders of willow as Allen and Bums. 

(If I've left any out, don't be too hard on me -
lt was easy for Browning, he only had three.) 

Vaux batted , Wood batted, they batted aU three -
actually eleven-

But if I'm strictly accurate I'll never get the rhythm. 
So it's out on the field , and the wickets they tumbled , 
AU out for eighty and Marlborough humbled. 
And it's on to King's Taunton where whatever we'd planned o n, 
The rains came down and the match was abandoned. 

Then we raced to defeats by Clayesmore and Downside, 
You can tell that the team is well into its stride; 
The thought of a draw to them is anathema , 
They'd always been taught they must go for the jugular; 
And beware of a side who have plenty of muscle -
Poor Bournemouth were crushed thanks to Liddiard and Fussell. 

And at last we arrive at the game on the Terraces, 
Where was enacted the worst of all heresies: 
Try to picture those two, numbers ten and elevenses, 
Playing out time - they'd taken leave of their senses; 
Oh why were they selling their wickets so dear? ' 
To a man they all answered, We're here for the beer! 

So it 's ho! for the bat and it's ho! for the ball! 
And ho! ho! for the lads of the Thirds from us all! 
For they played out their hearts and they outplayed their heads 
And jumped in with both feet where no cricketer treads; 
So let's praise our fine team and its brave captain Hatch , 
Who could raise an eleven for each cricket match! 

M.A.S.W. 
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4th XI 

The season and the team provided me with an 
interesting introduction to cricket at Sherborne. 
Although the statistics show that over thirty 
boys played at various stages, either as regulars 
or as special guest stars, there were times when 
an incomplete side took to the field. Only very 
occasionally were we able to enjoy the luxury of 
a twelfth man. A junior boy did appear as scorer 
once, but was evidently offered a more lucrative 
contract elsewhere. I am, however, most grateful 
to those boys who willingly gave up their time 
for such a worthy cause. 

It is impossible to name here all those who 
played. but I shall mention David Bridge, who 
captained the side. He led with quiet enthusiasm 
in what was apparently the correct Fourth XI 
spirit - not worrying too much about batting 
technique, field placing or the end result! 

Recalling individual matches or performances 
in any detail is difficult with only a one·sided 
scorebook to jog the memory. There are high-
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lights, however, which deserve to be recorded. 
one of the team should forget the erratic 

bounce of the King's Taunton artificial wicket 
nor the torrential rain which brought this 
potentially lethal encounter to an early end; the 
victory away from home against Milll\eld Third 
XI thanks to Allen's 77 and llatch's 6 for 18: the 
victory by 14 runs against Downside after being 
bowled out for just 68: the diplomatic early 
declaration at Blun<lells' in order to cscupc into 
the shade of the bar from the heat of the 
blistering sun: the mystery tour of Bovington 
Army Camp in search of the Junior Leaders 
Regiment, and, on the same afternoon, the 
gentle return from the boundary of the ball 
which knocked out a small bird in full night. 
Titis was, I am told, Fourth XI cricket at its best! 

M.A.W. 

Resula: Played 7, Won 3, Lost 2, Drawn 2. 



Results: Played 8, Won 5. Lost I , Drawn I , Abandoned I 

Marlborough 67- 5 Draw 
Sherborne 162- 5 Batchelar 51 

Taunton 89 AO 
Sher borne 90- 2 de la Hey 41 Won 

Mill field 138 AO Pratt 4- 2 1 
Sherborne 150- 6 Pratt 46 Won 

Sherborne 153- 5 Arwell 58 Match Abandoned 
King's Taunton 0- 0 

Can ford 105 AO Pratt 6-27 
Sherborne 154- 0 Batchelar 77*, Won 

Atwell 70* 

Downside 48AO Springfield 8- 28 Won 
Sherborne 83 AO 

Somerset 120AO Pratt 4- 5 Lost 
Sherborne J 10 AO 

Blundell's 79 AO Kitchin 6-34 Won 
Springfield 4- 23 

Sherborne 255 4 Atwell 96, Pratt 7 1 

Averages: 

Batting: Inns. No. HS TOT Av. 

Atwell 5 1 96 277 69.25 
Batchelar 7 1 77* 2 17 36. 17 
Colby 7 3 37* 120 30.00 
Pratt 7 I 7 1 J76 27.00 
Kitchin 6 I 3 1 97 19.40 
Allen 

\ 

4 I 33 40 13.33 
de la Hey 6 I 41 66 13.20 
Knecht Ii 5 I 19 43 10.75 

Also batted: Symington - 2*, 1, 13. Springfield - 6", O*. Briggs - 1, 1. Canning - 3. 

Bowling: Overs Mdns Runs Wk ts Av. 

Pratt 55. 1 23 86 19 4.52 
Springfield 41.4 12 74 15 4.93 
Kitchin 7 1 2 1 206 17 12.20 

Also bowled: Clarke 32- 12-58-4; Symington 18-2-60-3: Knechtli 2 1-1-9 1-2; Sharpe 14-4-22-1 : 
Batchelar 9-0-36-1. 

Catches: de la Hey 4 (+3 stumpings); Batchelar, Canning. Prall, Knechtli 3; Kitchin, Sym111gton, 
Colby, Allen 3: Sharpe. Atwell 1 . 

G.C.A. 
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Results: Played 5, Won 3, Lost :l . 

v Marlborough Away Lost by 4 wickets 

v MU ton Abbey Home Lost by 4 runs 

v King's Bruton Home Won by 3 wickets 

v Wells Cathedral Home Won by 3 wickets 

v Dauntsey's Home Won by 32 runs 

Colts B 

Smithson 31 
Arnott 26 

Lloyd 60 
Chapman 24 
Chapman 3 for 21 

Sharpe 6 for 32 

Lloyd 3 for 24 

Craig 48 
Sharpe 6 for 40 
Robertson 3 for 3 

Team: Lloyd, M. (Capt), Stokely , W. , Chapman, T. , Canning, A., Smithson, R. , Craig, D .. 
Crouch, P., Price, D., Sharpe, I., Cavalier, A., Robertson, C., Young, A., Ridgwell, T., 
Arnot, C .. Beharell, T .. Rowat. 

D.A.S. 

Junior Colts A 

This season we were able to savour batting of a 
remarkably high standard. Two centuries and a 
97 were witness enough to our achievements, but 
with eight more individual scores of fifty or over, 
some idea of our batting strength can be gauged. 

Atwell showed the way with 111 in the 
Taverners' Cup against Marlborough , a match
winning innings of such maturity that his 
elevation to the Colts became inevitable. The side 
owed a great deal to Atwell and yet his 
promotion gave them the opportunity to show 
that they were not a one man band. Ford's tally 
of 300 runs, as opener and anchor man, required 
a straight bat and excellent powers or 
concentration. Another cricketer who grew in 
stature was Tweedale. The David Gower of the 
side, his timing had the hallmark of a class player 
and his three hundred runs in the last month, 
including a century. was an exceptional 
performance. Brooks, Wigley and Preston all 
made promising contributions. 

Not surprisingly, we were never dismissed, but 
our bowling and fielding were pedestrian by 
comparison. Stevens was our one genuine strike 

bowler. He has an economical action, bowls close 
to the stumps and can move the ball in the air 
and off the seam. Unfortunately, he did not 
receive adequate support. The captain, Preston, 
had some good figures with his slow off-spin. 
Walker, Rintoul, Sail and Tweedale all bowled 
useful spells at medium pace. The most 
encouraging feature was the development of Lhe 
leg-spin bowling of Hayward. 

With few natural fielders in the side our out 
cricket was rarely threatening, despite some 
excellen t catching. This was shown up in the 
Taverners' Cup where Millfield's more talented 
bowlers were able to put us under more pressure 
than we were able to exert. Levy worked hard at 
his game, behind the stumps. and under his and 
his captain's encouragement, the fielding and 
throwing steadily improved. 

My grateful thanks for their help with 
umpiring and coaching are due to PTS, JAT and 
GT. Strawberries and cream, after a 134 run 
victory, on a fine summer evening, proved a 
memorable end to the season. 

R.C.F.G. 
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Team: R. Preston (Capt.), C. Brooks, M. Ford. 
S. llayward. C. Levy. N. Rintoul, S. Stevens. 
J . Tweedale. G. Wigley. E. Walker, C. Paterson, 
A. Tall. 

Results: Played 11. Won 7. Drawn 2. Lost I. Abandoned 1. 

Lords Tai•emers ·Cup 

Sherborne 199 for 4 dee Atwell 111 *. 
Tweedal 55 

Marlborough 141 for 9 Stevens 2- 2 1, 
Walker 2-35 W (58 runs) 

Sherborne 151 for 5 Atwell 77 
King Edward's 77 Atwell 4- 14. W (76 runs) 
Southampton Stevens 3- 18 

Millfield 165 Atwell 5- 16 
Sher borne 140 for 5 Ford 52 . Atwell 29. 9 L (25 runs) 

Preston 23 

Other Marc/Jes 
Tau nton 150 for 8 dee Stevens 3- 29 

Tweedale 2- 14 
Sherbome 153 for 8 Atwell 68, W (2 wickets) 

Tweedale 20 

Mil field 93 Preston 5- 15. 
Stevens 2- 23. 
Walker2- 17 

Sherborne 97 for l Ford 48*, Brooks 47 W (9 wickets) 

Sher borne 102- 4 vs. 
Kings Tuanton Ford 50 Match Abandoned 

Downside 123 Preston 4-39. 
Hayward 3- 15, 
Stevens 2- 35 

Sherborne 115 for 9 Wigley 26. Sail 25*, 
Ford 13 D 

Sherborne 170 for 4 dee Ford 77. Brooks 3 1, 
Preston 29*, 
Tweedale 2 1 

Somerset 58 Preston 5- 17, Stevens 
4- 24 W ( 112 runs) 

Sher borne 197 for 4 dee Tweedale 72, 
Wigley 50* , Ford 42 

Can ford 136 for 4 D 

Blundells 189 Hayward 5- 36 
Sherbome 190 for 2 Tweedale 97*. 

Wigley 42*. Preston 30 W (8 wickets) 

Sherborne 179 for 4 dee Tweedale I 10. 
Preston 44 

Plymouth 45 Stevens 6- 19 W ( 134 runs) 
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Junior Colts B 

After the first match of the season everyone 
involved agreed that things could only in1prove: 
we had collapsed ignominiously against a 
moderate attack and then had done little more 
than watch as the runs were conceded at almost 
7 an over. Fortunately, nothing tJ1at occurred 
later in the season bore any resemblance to the 
events of that awful day; the Marlborough match 
proved to be our only defeat , and for the 
remainder of lhe summer the team batted, 
bowled and fielded with much greater skill, sense 
and tenacity. The finest achievement was the ten
wicket victory over a powerful Millfield side, but 
il was pleasing, too, to see how careful and 
correct batting (against Wells Cathedral School) 
and tight bowling and fie lding (against 
Clayesmore) could bring us victory in matches 
that had seemed to be firmly in the grasp of the 
opposition. 

Our attack was the strongest that I have 
known to represent us at this level. We were very 
lucky to have the services, for a number of 
games, of Matt Sail, and, for t he entire season, 
of Chris Mapp, a· very underrated cricketer, who 
batted with great application and bowled in long, 
economical spells, holding the attack togel11er. 
These two were our most successfu l bowlers, but 
Dan James, Richard Tregarthen, Rob Westwater 
and Jon Haskins all turned in telling spells. 

In the early matches. our batting showed an 
alarming tendency to collapse whenever con
fronted by spin (or, indeed, by slow bowling). 
but, as the season progressed , confidence grew 
and runs were compiled with increasing ease. 
Dao James. Edwin Bowater and Chris Mapp 
batted doggedly, Matt Sail hit cleanly. James 
Richardson played some enterprising innings, and 
Rob Westwater, Richard Tregarthen and Charlie 
Paterson all displayed a sound technique and 
broad range of strokes unusual in B team cricket. 
cricket. 

The captain, James Richardson, started 
diffidently but learned a great deal and by the 
end of the season was handling his team very 
intelligen tly. He had at his disposal a very 
talented side, and a keen and cheerful one. and it 
was good to see that by the end of the season 
their effort was rewarded. 

Team from: J. Richardson, M. Ratcliffe. E. 
Bowater. D. James, R. Tregarthen , C. Paterson, 
R. Westwater, C. Mapp. M. Sail, J . Haskins, 
H. Clark, R. Clark, A. Tall, W. Allen, G. Baldwin
Charles, G. Rittener, C. Sargent, J. Easterbrook. 

Results: Played 9; Won 5, Drawn 3, Lost I 

Sherborne 80 
Ma rlborough 81 - 2 Lost by 8 wickets 

Sherborne 146 
Taunton 111 - 9 

Millfield 46 (Mapp 3-9, Sail 5- 30) 

Drawn 

Sherbornc ( 49-0 (Sail 38*) Won by I 0 wickets 

Sherborne 170 (Paterson 41, Westwater 40) 
King's Taunton 7- 1 Match abandoned 

Poole G.S. 129- 8 dee. (Mapp 4- 39) 
Sherborne 83- G (Sail 46) Drawn 

Wells Cathedral School 69 (Mapp 5-33, 
James 4- 33) 

Sherborne 70- 4 Won by 6 wickets 

Bournemouth G .S. 72 (Tregarthen 4-23) 
Sherborne 73 - 3 Won by 7 wickets 

Sherborne 129 Won by 33 runs 
Clayesmore 96 (Haskins 4- 7) 

Oundle 150-4 dee. 
Sher borne 151 - 7 (T regarthen.45) 

AN /tL/t £MING- ifW l>fN lY 

Won by 
3 wickets 

P.T.S. 

T'O lOL LAP~E . • . 



Mini Colts A 

The 1987 season will go down as one in which 
the boys .can be satisfied with their effons. 
Throughout the season, everyone bad a part to 
play: our team work has been the major factor 
behind our success. 

Baines and Hughes opened the batting and 
both played significant roles by getting us off to 
good starts. I lowever. even though they are 
promising players, they got out too many times 
to loose shots when they were set for a big score. 

Evans batted very welJ at three but we did 
have problems trying to find the right 
combination in the middle order. Watling and 
Sangster, who incidentally started as a 'B' team 
cricketer, not only made their way into the 'A' 
team but both played well. These two, plus 
Clarke, made vital con tributions which enabled 
us to win games. Sangster. especially, showed 
that batting is not just :1bout being a good stroke 
player. I le scored three half-centurie~ in eight 
innings but, more importantly, scored runs when 
they were vitally important to the team. 

The remainder of our batsmen didn't really 
get the chance to show what they could do, 
because we only got past number eight twice. 
Pugsley and Rutherford did manage to get to the 
middle on a few occasions and both boys played 
sensibly in any given situation. 

Our bowling was concentrated around five 
bowlers. Alderson. Evans. Macpherson and 
Rutherford were our seam attack and Pugsley 
was the sole spinner. The bowlers deserve praise 
because we didn't look a very penetrative 
bowling attad .. but we did manage to bowl out 
nine sides. This was the result of some poor 
opposition, but to give the bowlers credit. they 
did bowl a good length and straight enough to 
take wickets. 

Pugsley was the most successful bowler, 
taking 35 wickets at 6.6 a piece. He bowled well 
1h roughout the season and hopefully, with some 
hard work during the winter, he will be able to 
gel more bounce and turn by trying to stand up 
!a Iler and rea lly give the ball a 'tweak'. 

Macpherson. not having had much success as 
one of our opening bowlers a L the start of the 
season, bowled much belier as first change. He 
always wanted to bowl and showed tremendous 
en1husiasm. Evans and Alderson were our new 
ball attack and both had the knack of getting 
out the first three or four batsmen. This 
particularly made our task of bowling sides out 
and winning games much easier. Alderson·s form 

was pleasing because he hadn't taken a wicket in 
the 'B' team but continued to impress with his 
bowling action. If ever there was a case of a boy 
taking his chance when the opportunity arose, 
this was it. He iook 24 wickets at 7 .96 a piece -
a very good effort. Rutherford should also be 
given a mention: he always bowled tidily as our 
fifth bowler for the Cup games. 

The fielding is always an essential part of 
cricket, considering you spend more time fielding 
that you do either batting or bowling. This is the 
one department in which the Mini Colts looked 
very ordinary. particularly during the first half of 
the season. We did not really appreciate how 
important the art of fie lding is in any successful 
cricke t team. Too many times the ba ll was mis
fielded, or dropped and once or twice there was 
no real attempt to stop the bull. l lowever, the 
improvement in our form towards the end of the 
season must be partly due to the fie lding. There 
were certainly some good catches taken, and 
with the ground fielding improving by the end of 
the season we looked as though we were a 
reasonable fielding side. 

A spedal mention must go to Mark Jackaman. 
I le kept wicket and captained 1he side very 
competently. l lis field placing and bowling 
changes were always well thought out and he has 
proved a capable captain. 

This has been a good season bu1 there is still 
a long way to go. On the batting side. we have 
talented players but they must learn to 
concentrate. Concentration doesn"t just apply to 
matches. it must happen in the nets and middle 
practices. Sometimes we did not quite get it right 
and this let us down when we needed to apply 
ourselves in matches. 

In conclusion, I would like to thank the Mini 
Colts fo r a most enjoyable season. You have 
deserved your success by the sheer effort you 
have pu l into your game. Good luck for next 
season. There are also a few other people I would 
like to thank: Mervyn Brown and his staff for 
the preparation or pitches: the tea ladies; and 
James Pralt who scored for us this season. Lastly, 
Mike Cleaver, whose help and organisation have 
been much appreciated. 

Results: Played 15, Won 9, Lost I, Drawn 3. 
Abandoned 2. 

A.W. 
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Mini Colts B 

The speed with which a ·s· XI settles down as 
a team depends very much on the composition of 
the ·A· XI. This year there was, perhaps. more to
and fro-ing than usual and it took nearly half a 
dozen matches for Watling, Sangster and 
Alderson to establish their positions in the A's. 
having produced several stalwart performances 
for the B's. The other side of the coin was 
represented by lngarfield. 1 laigh-Austin and 
Quiatkowski. all of whom. on their arrival from 
the A's. rapidly integrated into the team. 

llowever. the most regular member through
out was Jeremy Boucher. the captain, for whom 
no praise can be too high. ll is enthusiasm, 
popularity and co-operation. not to mention his 
all round cricketing ability, were major 
contributory fac tors to the success of Lhe team. 
On the whole. Millf'ield excep ted, we were too 
strong for the other school B teams: Taunton, 
Winchester. King's 'I aunt on :ind Downside were 
comprehensively thrashed. The most exciting 
game was against Milllield, who beat us by 9 
runs: the most talented opponents were 
Bournemouth: and otherwise the most 
interesting cricket played when the weather 
had improved in the last three matches against 
Port Regis. ('layesmore and Plymouth. 

Above all. it was fun: it would be hard to 
imagine a nicer collection of boys and cricketing 
talent abounded. Ben Patten. opening bat, 
averaged over 40 and kept wicket on the 
departure of Simon Watling: Mauhew 
Quiatkowsk1. Jeremy Boucher and Mark Brodie 
all averaged over 20 and Peter Spink, Freddie 
lngarlield. Edward Clarkson and Jeremy Boucher 
took more than I 0 wickets: Giles llaigh-Austin . 
who had the best action, will take plenty of 
wickets in years to come: Mark Dougal was a 
quite outstanding lieldcr with a marvellous arm ; 
Dominic Old :ind David Harper lacked for 
opportunit y hut both show promise for the 
fu lure particu larly when they have grown! 
Nick Barber was a11 un fa iling 12th man and John 
Reid was a loya l and efficient scorer. 

The thanks of all arc due to the system for 
good grounds, good teas and good organisation. 
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Results: 

W. Taunton. Winchester. Kings Taunton. Poole 
G.S .. Downside, Pl} mouth. 

D. Marlborough, Port Regis, Clayesmore. 
L. \l illfield. Bournemouth. 

Team: Boucher (Capt.). Patten, Quiatkowski. 
Brodie. Dougal. Clarkson. Old, Haigh-Austin, 
lngarlield. Spink. Harper. Barber. 

J.R.T. 

Wow don 't you dare come in here and rel/ me you 
chink you 've got measles.' 



Tennis 
lst VI 

This was a much more encouraging season 
than last year; with three of last year's lst VI 
still with us (Letcher (Capt.), Jones and 
J. lleywood) and a talented new pair from the 
third form (Baker and Honer). the first six 
settled into consistent pairings and improved 
their performance as the term went on. 

It was satisfying to start the season by 
defeating King's Taunton. who had beaten us for 
the first time ever in 1986. The team did well to 
beat Bournemouth. who had a very strong 1st 
pair (who also represented the county). The 
match against Bryanston was a disappointing 
defeat; our third pair (Llewellyn and Williams) 
managed a total of only nineteen games and were 
subsequently replaced in the next match by 
lloner and Baker, who had started with the 
Junior Colts. The side played their best match 
against the much stronger Hampshire Junior 
squad. raising their game for the occasion. 
Despite losing overall 2- 7 they acquitted them· 
selves admirably, particularly Funnell and 
Letcher, who managed to get 1 \-i points. Clifton. 
Canford and Downside were all dispatched 
relatively easily as the team settled into a more 
percentage game and found better formula. The 
match against the Pilgrims was a memorable 
contest, the final result, a draw, resting on the 
final set of the match. Letcher continued to 
provide a professional and steadying inlluence in 
matches and played consistent. hard-hitting 
tennis of a high standard throughout che season . 
llis partner, Funnell, proved more variable, but 
on good days showed the determination and 
1nuch of a first-class player. At second pair, 
Jones played a steady and competitive game, 
although his back-hand still resembles a left. 
handed off.drive. His serve developed 
considerably as the term progressed. His partner, 

J. Heywood, proved less reliable and was prone 
to nerves in matches. but he showed an 
accomplished mastery of a wide range of shots. 
His back-hand return of serve foxed many an 
opponent. In the two matches they played. 
Williams and Llewellyn showed that they could 
play intelligent and skilful tennis at times. but 
lacked the self-discipline and concentration 
required to win crucial points. Baker and Honer 
proved a talented and successful third pair. Both 
have a natural feel for the game and a wide range 
of shots and make relatively few unforced errors. 
Their tactical sense, too, proved too much for 
players with a more powerful game. 

With three members of the Isl VI remaining, 
and no shortage of talent on its way from the 
Senior Colts, prospects look good for the 1988 
season. Since this will start in the middle of 
April, players at all levels will have to be resigned 
to playing in poor conditions. 

My thanks to the Professional Coach, Robbie 
Dunster. to the Captain, Richard Letcher, and 
to the Head Groundsman , Mervyn Brown and all 
his staff for their very hard work throughout 
the season. 

Results: Played 9, Won 5, Lost 3, Drawn I 

King's Taunton Won 516-31h 
Bournemouth Won 5 -4 
Bryans ton Lost 3~-S lh 

Hants Juniors Lost 2 - 7 
Marlborough Lost 2 - 7 
Clifton Won 7 - 2 
Can ford Won 7 - 2 
Downside Won 7 - 2 
Pilgrims Drawn 4~-4~ 

M.J.A.S. 

2nd VI 
As usual, a large number of different players 

represented the team, but coherent pairings were 
estab lished. Heywood J. and Maddams played 
consistent if cautious tennis and contributed 
significantly to defeats over Clifton and 
Bryanston by not conceding a single set. Lawson 
showed touches of occasional brilliance but was 
rather inconsistent in matches, as was his partner, 
von Nagel. J. Lytle played very tenaciously at 
third pair, most often with J. Down, and theirs 
was a steady and reliable partnership. Ashford, 
playing for the second year in the team. found 
his competitive form early on in the season and 
improved considerably as the term went on. 

The match against King's Taunton was a draw; 
this is one which could have been won with a 
Hille more determination. Sadly. the match 

against Marlborough was abandoned in the rain, 
this was developing into a very exciting match. 

In general the squad were enthusiastic and 
spirited tennis players, but the term was rather 
marred by very poor weather conditions. 

Results: Played 7, Won 5, Drawn I, 
Abandoned 1 

King's Taunton 
Bryanston 
Marlborough 
Clifton 
Can ford 
Downside 
Milton Abbey I st VI 

Drawn 416-4~ 

Won 6 - 3 
Abandoned 
Won 7 - 2 
Won 6 - 3 
Won 6 - 3 
Won 8~- 1h 

M.J .A.S. 



Colts 

Yet another season of dire weather resulted in 
one match cancelled. one abandoned and several 
made suitable for only the most hardened players 
and supporters. Our openjng fixture against 
King's Taunton has often in the past been plain 
sailing but this year we managed only a narrow 
victory 5- 4. It was a different story at 
Bryanston when , possibly with concentration 
heightened by our close escape the week before, 
the team produced some of its most consistent 
tennis to win a convincing victory. Al thls stage 
in the season our first pair - the strong thlrd 
form combination of Baker and Honer - was 
'borrowed' by MJAS for the 1st VI, never to 
return! We were fortunate , however, to have 
some strength in depth and , although the next 
match against Marlborough was rained off and 
the following Saturday Hampshire J uniors 
recorded their annual victory, the team 
composed itself well to beat Clifton. Canford 
proved far too strong this year and we were 
fortunate to scrape home against Downside in 
our final school match. By this stage we had a 
very different looking side through one or two 
in juries. which in a team of only six can make a 
major difference. An inclication of how unsettled 

the 'team' became is that we had seventeen 
different players representing the Colts V I at 
various times during the term! 

With so many players involved it is difficult to 
comment on individual performances. However, 
A. J. Crowe and C. M. Wilson emerged as the 
most improved pair during the season and 
J. R. Young captained the team with enthusiasm 
and good sense throughout. Thanks are , as ever, 
due to Robbie Dunster for his weekly coaching 
sessions. Finally, the season ended with a most 
enjoyable match against the Parents, the result of 
which was most satisfactory - a draw. 

Results 

King·s College Taunton Won S -4 
Bryanston Won 7 - 2 
Marlborough Abandoned through rain 
Hampshire Juniors Lost l l.i-7 !.i 
Oifion Won 5K- 3 K 
Canford Lose 1 - S 
Downside Won 5 - 4 
Parents Drawn 4~-4~ 

G.J.L.K. 
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Athletics 

This year has been one of the most successful 
on record . I have spent the last few days looking 
back over the records. as AMO, who used to run 
the athletics, has moved on to be a housemaster 
and he has passed on all the old flies with the 
results of previous years~ and one has to go back 
to 1977 to find a season that challenges this one 
for success both in the school fixtures and the 
representative honours. I knew at the end of the 
Lent term that things were looking good bUL 
when at the start of the season the captain and 
four other seniors were injured l assumed that we 
would again struggle w compete al the highest 
level. In fact, after the warm-up meeting in 
Yeovil, where the Under l 7's showed some real 
promise , the team for the first fixture was 
decimated both by the injuries and the Pringle 
Trophy. which removed ten of the squad. 
However, to my surprise all three age groups 
performed well, showing that if the full team was 
available then we would be the Le&m to beat. 

That is exactly what happened. From that 
moment on we suffered only one narrow defeat 
at the open age group and two at the U 15 age 
group. There was in fact such competition for 

places that athletes who had regularly 
represented the club last year could not hold 
their place. On the track and in the jumps we 
reigned supreme and although the throws were 
less strong lhey were good enough to keep us in 
front. When I look through the records I find 
that we compete against more schools now than 
we used to. as most of the fixtures have six 
schools taking part, and we now compete 
regularly at the U 15 age group, which was rarely 
done before. So I think that despite the fact that 
we have not had an unbeaten season it has 
probably been the most successful season ever. 

The seHior team was expertly captained by 
Crawford Henderson, who not only broke the 
school record but had the unenviable problem of 
declining a place in the Dorset team at the 
Nationals owing to his commitments at 
Commem. Dom. Abrams proved an able 
secretary who during Crawford's absence 
encouraged many of the squad to aim for gold. 
Marcus Wheeler had many memorable battles 
with Atkinson from Bryanston and with another 
year in the school should go on to greater 
success. We were fortunate to fiJ1d an athlete of 
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the calibre of James Ralph, who arrived in the 
sixth form to lill the events where we looked 
most shaky; he too should do well next year. 

The under J 7's had a particuarly strong squad 
which never looked like being beaten all season 
until the Pringle Trophy removed ten of the 
team's athletes for the match at King's Taunton. 
Even then we did extremely well to fmish fourth 
out of seven schools. Painter, Macbeth, Carey, 
Boulton, produced record breaking performances 
and they were ably supported by Mitchell. 
Pugsley, Lambert, Robinson, Waters and Lea. 

The Under 15 team had three strong athletes 
in Raymond, Collier and Animashawun. They, 
too, were supported well by Paul. Evershed, Teo, 
and Wisc when he realised his true potential. The 
main weakness still lies in the throwing events: 
Sherborne parents seem incapable of producing 
sons of any real site and consequently we have 
to rely on technique, and struggle when we come 
up against the Capes of this world (literally -
Geoff Capes' son). 

This year Allhallows were unable to stage the 
Lutre Shield which has always been one of the 
highlights of the season. It is an excellent 
competition at the Open age group where there 
are three strings for each school. At the last 
minute I rearranged the event to take place at 
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Sherborne and although only live schools took 
pan it was an exciting meeting and a wonderful 
day's athletics. As usual the result depended on 
the three relays and this year it was still a three 
horse race with only the last relay to go. We 
managed to come second behind Bryanston. who 
were our closest rivals, and consequently win the 
Shield. 

In the representative competitions the teams 
performed well beyond the previous best. Jn the 
'orth Dorset Championships the school won aU 

three of the boys' age groups. Thirty boys went 
on to represent the orth at the County 
Championships. where we gained ten county 
champions. Fourteen boys represented the 
county at the South West Championships where 
we won three first places. four second places, 
three chird and four fourth places. Finally C'. 
Painter, M. Macbeth, I=.. Raymond and A. Anima. 
shawun all went to the Nationals at Birmingham, 
where Painter came 8th .• Raymond broke the 
school record and just failed to make the final 
and Macbeth too failed by 2/ 1 OOths of a second 
to make the last sixteen. 

At last it seems that our jumpers will no 
longer have to risk life and limb each time they 
train as there will, we hope. be two new tartan 
run-up areas by next season. These are long 
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overdue and rm sure will greatly improve the 
standard in these events. This has become 
apparent particularly when one reaJises that 
Painter, who went to the ationals, rarely 
managed to exceed six metres in our pit but 
never failed elsewhere. r am convinced. too, 
that regular practice on a tartan run.up will also 
dramatically improve the standard of our high 
jumping which is now the only school record 
that compares badly with other schools. 

There were a number of problems with the 
house competitions. I found a lack of support 
from some quarters which tended to resuJt in a 
drop in commitment. If the house competitions 
are to continue they must be supported fully. 
otherwise it makes a mockery of the whole 
system. Sports Day was moved away from the 

end of term as a number of the best athletes are 
always away at the Nationals. As it was never 
really part or the commemoration programme 
since it was held early on the Friday, the aim was 
to hold it on the Friday afternoon before half
term and perhaps aUow the parents to take the 
boys away after the meeting, but to dale that has 
not happened . It was useful, however, -in finding 
a number of athletes who then began to train and 
who ultimately made the team. 

I finally would like to thank all those who 
helped: both those who coached and those who 
helped officiate. No matter how good the 
athletes are, it is the willingness of staff to help 
that makes a season like this possible. 

L.D.G. 

Golf 
With plenty of battle-hardened ·veterans' now at 
the top of the school. great expectations were 
present at the start of the year. In the event, our 
highest hopes were dashed in the two main 
competitions which we entered and we ended up 
losing as many regular school matches as we won. 

For the first time since 1984 we reached the 
final of the West of England Public Schools· 
Invitation Tournament at Burnham and Berrow 
G.C. during the Easter holidays. After disposing 
of Cheltenham (5-0) and Blundells ( 4- 1) on 
the 11rst day. we came up against a powerful 
Radley side on the morning of April Fool's Day 
and went down to them by 3lti to l lti. It has to 
be said that we ought really to have run them 
closer as. except in the top match, all the 
Sherborne players were up on their opponents 
at some stage or another but unfortunately, as 
the weather deteriorated, so too did our play and 
in lhe end Radley were undoubtedJy worthy 
winners of the trophy. 

Our other competitive golf at regional level 
was in the Hill Samuel Public Schools' Four
somes Competition and our appetite for success 
was whetted by having lost for the past three 
years in a row to different opponents in the 
regional final. On a Sunday in October at 
Burnham, we were very pleased to win our l st 
round match against traditional rivals, Downside. 
when after losing the top match heavily our 
other two pairs carried the day. There was then a 
long delay before it was possible to arrange the 
semi-final against Execer School but this 
eventually took place at Sherborne G.C. on the 
first Sunday of the Summer Term. Since Exeter 
had beaten us down there in last year's regional 

fornl, we were cager to take advantage of the 
home draw and it has co be admitted that they 
defeated us convincingly. It was some 
consolation to learn later that they had 
succeeded in getting chrough to the national 
finals again. This year they are taking place at 
Huntercombe G.C. which, ironic<illy, is also the 
home cou rse of Richard Youngman! Too bad 
that we never earned the chance of seeing how 
well we cou ld perform there. 

In 'ordinary" inter-school matches, the overall 
results were as follows: Played 12. Won 5, Lost 6 
and Halved 1. The wins were against Bristol G.S. 
(at home in the Michaelmas Term but they beat 
us at Bristol and Clifton G.C. in the Summer), 
Canford (but, similarly. although we won at 
home in the Summer Term they had beaten us at 
Parkstone G.C. earlier in the year), Milton Abbey 
(boch at home and away at Ashley Wood G.C.) 
and Blundells (at Burnham on the Sunday before 
Commen.). The defeats not already mentioned 
were at the hands or Marlborough (at Tidworth 
Garrison G.C. in the Summer). MiUfield 
(following a dose tussle at Burnham in March. 
but it wasn't their 11rst team. of course!) and 
Charterhouse (twice - at Sherborne in October 
and at High Post G.C. in March during the annual 
triangular which also involves Bradfield, with 
whom we halved). It was disappointing that the 
record wasn't better. but understandable. bearing 
in mind the strength of the opposition on 
occasions and also the fact that sometimes some 
of our best players were required for cricket or 
tennis. My thanks to SDAM and CMGH for each 
running a match for me when I was unable to do 
so. 
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As always, some of the most enjoyable golf 
of the year was played in the company of the 
Old Shirbumians. The Autumn Meeting 'double
header' versus the O.S.G.S. for the Cordingly 
Cleek ended as a halved match. The School were 
3- 1 down after the Saturday afternoon four· 
somes at Sherbome but fought back next day at 
High Post to win the singles by 5~ matches to 
3~. However, in the Summer Term the Tom 
Parry Salver was retained by the 0.S.G.S. after 
defeating the school by the same margin as last 
year: 7- 2, the only difference being that this 
year, because the O.S.s were a few players short. 
several members of the staff played on their side 
instead of for the boys. Well done the masters! 

As usual, as part of the Commem. festivities, 
the parents look on the School, mostly their 
sons. This year the boys won 6- 1, thanks in part 
to receiving a lot of strokes from their elders and 
betters. The winning pair on the fathers' side 
were delighted to obtain their revenge for a 
defeat by their sons last year! 

As regards internal competitions, in the House 
Foursomes' final The Green (Dirk Simpson and 
Steve Leeke) achieved a slightly surprising win 
over Abbey I-louse (Richard Youngman and 
Toby Rowland). The Kemp Cup (for seniors) 
stays in School I-louse , thanks to Clive Wood's 
success and the Farley Cup (for juniors) was won 
by James Campbell or Lyon. 

S"fl oKf S ... 

. . - F~Vt--1 TlfEI R 

At the end of the Summer Term we said 
farewell to a quartet who have play in very many 
school matches - Dirk Simpson (who first 
represented the school during his first weekend 
at Sherborne in 1982 and ended up a Captain last 
term), Richard Youngman (Captain earlier in the 
year until cricketing commitments iook over), 
Toby Rowland (like Richard. a member of a 
distinguished Sherborne golfing dynasty) and 
Sebastian von age! (after just two years of 
hitting golf balls prodigious distances on Wessex 
courses). However, next year's nucleus or a good 
team is already in place and it was a great 
pleasure to award colours at tea after the 
O.S.G.S. match in June to tliree of them: Tom 
Hall (the new Captain), Clive Wood (who has an 
enviable record of success in school matches) and 
Marcus Rowland (younger brother of Toby). 
And there is plenty of rising talent waiting to 
seize its chance. 

P.S.F. 

The following played in 2 or more inter-school 
matches during the year: 

D. M. Simpson, R. D. Youngman, T. J. Rowland, 
S. von 1 agel, T. A. Hall, C. B. Wood , 
M. J. Rowland, D. Allen, C. Ledgard, R. Kitchin. 
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N.R.A. MEETING 

Competitions: Century 

Team: 

Daily Telegraph 
Admiral Hutton 
Conan Doyle 
Duke of Cam bridge 
Alexandra 
Queens 
Corporation City of London 
St. Georges 

J. James 
R. Sturges 
A. Craigie 
J. Brownjohn 
J. Taylor 

3 Medals 
2 MP.dals 
1 Medal 
l Medal 

Equipped with £4,000 worth of equipment 
between us and of course B-J's trendy Oxfam 
jacket (the clubs are strictly jacket and tie), the 
five or us remained at the ·Mecca' of shooting to 
compete against the top 3000 shots in the world. 

After early starts we were to shoot at ranges 
between 200 and 1000 yds., to try and reach 
scores of 46/50. This we found to be a difficult 
task because of the gusty winds of the British 
summer. A new system was introduced this year, 
by which past and present members of the 
British Squad would help and encourage about 
three less experienced shots. This was a very 
useful opportunity to learn some tips of the 
sport aJthough we did miss Miss Moore! 

Despite the weather we generally did very 
well. The only problem we had was a bunch of 
Welsh cadets rioting in the early hours (our ear 
defenders were very useful at these times). 

Two of us will be back next year, hopefully 
with a few more ·recruits'. 

Our thanks to the Bursar for the financial 
assistance and to Angus Craigie for the use of his 
'wheels'. 

J . Taylor 

Swimming 
The Swimming Club was well supported and 

trained enthusiastically. About forty boys were 
involved in the club, of whom twenty regularly 
represented the school in matches. 

The first weeks of the summer term were 
spent carefully buiJdj11g up stamina and strength 
over long distances. C. E. R. BonaHack, the team 
captain, quickly found his form and did well in 
Senior Freestyle even ts. He l:Oped well with the 
various pressures on him and never failed to 
provide an encouraging word where confidence 
was lacking. l Iis presence in the club will be 
missed. 

Defecting from athletics, R. J. Downey joined 
the swimming team and put in some gritty and 
determined pre-rugby training. Particularly 
memorable was his tremendous lOOrn breast 
stroke challenge at Canford , where he held his 
own against some forntidable competition. The 
always reliable P. King turned in some good 
performances, breaking another brace of school 
swimming records (most notably the U. 16 
Freestyle). Piers proved to be the team's rescuer 
on more than one occasion: in the relays against 
Canford, Taunton and Kingswood, Piers gained 
the team valuable points by snatching victories 
from positions where many lesser swimmers. 
recognising a fail accompli and the race as lost. 
might easily have given up. I lis enormous talent 
(which has brought him close to being selected 
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for the England squad) never failed to impress. 
After a slow start to the term, R. D. Edwards 
developed into a swimmer of great potential. His 
economy of energy and natural style when in the 
water make him one of next season's brightest 
hopes. P. B. Davies and P. J. A. Thomson also 
swam well for the seniors, persevering in 
improving their technique and style. Both proved 
to be reliable stalwarts of the swimming team 
and the Water Polo squad. 

On the whole the Juniors produced more 
successful results than the Seniors. Notable 
among the Under I 6s were D. G. M. French 
(particularly impressive in the matches against 
Taunton and Clifton), D. H. Webster and 
J. R. Gii/Jert. I ht>pe that they will swim for the 
Senior team with similar dedication and zeal. 
Most promising new-corner to the squad was 
M. E. T. Austen: his boundless energy and 
enthusiasm made him a welcome addition to the 
team. 

My thanks to all who took part in the 
swimming; many parlicipated in the training 
sessions but were not selected for teams. Their 
contribution did not go unnoticed and their 
pres~nce at training sessions was much 
appreciated. 

A.K.W. 



SCHOOL HOUSE 

There often seems to be some romantic and fantastical notion of what the 
summer term consists of, particularly among those who have forgotten exactly 
what does happen. It does not just consist of long languid afternoons in hot 
sunshine when 22 boys without a care in the world play "a jolly good game of 
cricket". We did play cricket, winning the under 16 cricket cup, but thjs would 
hardly be representative of the summer term we are familiar with. 

Drama was another element of the term, but The Long and the Short and 
the Tall had litcle to do with a bunch of amateurish schoolboys making a lot of 
noise, in a state of high excitment and with a master franticaJly trying to turn 
that into a play. There was nothing incompetent or undisciplined in the 
performances of Tim Bostel, Cyril Lee, or Ben Pelly, and it was as a whole 
another highly commendable component of the term. But it was only a 
component, a single element. 

The "average Shirburnian" would probably tell you that the summer term 
involves work more than anything else. particularly for exams. The fruits of the 
Upper Sixth's labour was a crop of good A-level results, particularly from Ben 
Funnell, Andrew Morton and Richard Beatty. Work constitutes a much greater 
part of the summer term than traditional memories would aJlow. but it is still 
only a part. 

The traditional view of music is similar to that of drama: a splattering of 
second-rate, but enthusiastically performed concerts being given on an ad lib 
basis. How different this is from the true situation of well organised chamber 
concerts and the hard work and large number of rehearsals for music exams and 
house concerts. School I louse put on two house concerts during the course of 
the term. but I would hesitate to suggest that that was the most memorable or 
valuable part of the term. The summer term was not characterized by a single 
memorable or noteworthy event. 

So what is it that made the term special? I would suggest that it was the 
overall atmosphere created by the relationship between the members of the 
house. Individual events are only important because they involve a whole
hearted and enthusiastic approach by so many people, so that the main achieve
ment of School House last term was its team spirit. which made all that was 
done so rewarding and worthwhile. 
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The Trinity term was the time to harvest the fruits of our labours duriJ1g the 
year, the first year under the new High Command. 

From our contented and well-run barracks (for wltich many thanks to the 
Head of House, James Kraunsoe), our troops sallied forth into every sphere of 
the life of the school. 

We dominated 'The Merry Widow' . the operetta performed at 
Commemoration: to reinforce the hero, Count Danilo (alias Rupert Bagnall), 
we sent about a third of the chorus. 

The U6th took the public examiners by storm. with no grade lower than a 
'D'; our advance guard: Messrs. Moore, Rowla11d, and Youngman reached 
Cambridge. We hope Welclu11an may join them. Adam Wright became the fourth 
Head of House iJ1 the last nine years to be awarded a Morehead Scholarship. 'But 
what about the 'O' levels?' l hear you ask. Hmmm - we suffered something of a 
defeat on that front. 

But of course the Summer Term has deUghts of its own. Our Senior Cricket 
and Junior Athletics teams proved to be unbeatable. Two members of the House 
savoured the joys(?) of Ten Tors; one or them even managed to infiltrate the 
Lyon House team. Cricket flourished. Rupert Bagnall, Philip Hodges, Nicholas 
Macpherson and Richard Youngman played for the lst XI, when they could 
drag themselves away from ' Barge Trafford', where Simon Campbell was the 
undisputed King. 

Enough of this boasting! [t only remains for me to thank the U6th for having 
been of good value and to wish them 'bon chance'. 
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The Summer Term at the Green hauled in a mere one sporting triumph. We 
seemed 10 lack that vital 'bottle·. T he Swimming Cup evaded our grasp: an 
elusive single point being the difference between ourselves and the w111ners. The 
senior Tennis team ended runners-up as did the senior Cricket side. "ho had 
strolled through to the finaJ of their t0urnament only 10 lose to that 
extremely interesting and flamboyant house, Abbey. Meanwhile. two underdogs 
ballled away against all odds to bring back the House's sole cup - in what was a 
highly publicised competition - the inter-house Golf - convincingly defeating 
that same interesting and flamboyant house. 

Off the subject of sport, the House did perhaps have one of its more eventful 
terms. We managed to pull off a couple of useful performances . . . . on the 
stage, under the thoughtful guidance of Mr Schutzer-Weissmann, who managed 
to transform what looked like being a flop into 'one of the better llouse Plays', 
as quoted from an outspoken member of the English department. 

On to the subject of exams: the sudden burst of good weather for a few 
weeks before the 'O' and ·A· levels could surely have done few favours to some. 
apart from improving frisbee-control and giving people varying shades of suntan. 
The results were 'varying'. 

Matteo Crane provided the fireworks of the tem1. satisfying his inquiring 
mind, blowing craters in the Green Garden. amidst fonnulating theories which 
would enable him to make a rocket which would fly al 'twice the speed of 
sound'. . 

Aadel Kardouni will be remembered by all at the School, especially here in 
the Green for failing to play the final of the llouse snooker competition. which 
was finally dismantled after a year. Both Aadel and Stuart Williams held 'sway' 
over the whole School - not bad really, two I leads of School in the year. 

S. Leeke 



Unde1 1he control or Tom Mitchell and his merry men the House continued 
to excel! in most of its endeavours. It was with regret that we said goodbye to 
the Upper Ylth; the house will seem emptier, wilh regard to bo th space and 
character, without them. A-level results were dominated by J . James, T . MiLchell 
and J. Lilley. all of whom gained entry to Cambridge. although C. Davis. E. 
Collier and C. Drake deserve no less applause. (The last set off at the end of term 
in a white van . announcing he was off to sec the cont inent. He was next seen 
coming back on a train from Yugoslavia, where the A.A. had picked up the 
van.) 0 -levels were on the whole, deservedly well above average witl1 A. Ostler 
and E. Nelson achieving 14 and 12 A"s respectively. 

On the sporting front Harper showed that cricket is not its best sport, 
although Jon Old played on occasions for the I st XI. Much greater tl1ings were 
achieved in the minor sports. C. Wilson won the Junior singles in tennis, and in 
the end of term athletics the Ul6 team won. with excellent performances from 
H. Lambert , P. Carey and E. Mitchell. The house came 3rd overall. as it also did 
in the swimming, where D. Webster, E. Chaffer and J. Old all won their ~ven t s . 

In shooting J . Brownjohn won the Smethwick Cup, and both he and J. J ames 
excelled themselves at Bisley. 

Looking forward to next term we should congratulate A. Reay on being 
named Head of School. With the new Upper Vlth. the first of ·Jones's boyos· 
at the helm , every thing's set for another successful year. 

J . Binks 
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Sununer is about cricket, so let"s Start there. The house won no cup but won 
very many more matches than it lost, and had the distinction for the first time 
of having four people in the I st XI Tim Levy as a highly successfu l bowler, 
Crispin WhitteU. Charlie Clarke with two full Summers still before him. and 
Ben Atwell, who, though yet still in his second year in the School, contrived to 
score prolifically. Plenty besides playeu for ot her sides - even Alex Stein 
(rumours that Junfor Colts "C" were desperately short that afternoon should 
not be heeded). Justin Taylor did the rare thing of scoring a cenrury on ··c-· 
leagues and Tommy 1 laU became Cap1ain of Golf. 

In musii;, Harry Twyford gained a merit at Grade 7 on the piano and Kit 
Glaisyer squeezed past at a lower level and so confounded his critics. Uniquely 
thus far in the history of the House. Crispin Whittelll made it into the National 
Youth Theatre and that against enormous odds. AcadcmicaJJy, perhaps the prize 
should go to Matthew Austen. who, besides raking in the points in the swimming 
competition. chalked up 58 "Ones .. on his order cards over the year. 

And lastly. sadly. we said good-bye to the Upper Sixth - co Robert Cummins 
bound for Cambridge. and perhaps Edward Siegle too, complete with straight 
''A" grades at "O" and ''A" levels. Phil Ridgley and Will Harding go off to 
Oxford, Michael C'alvclli co Lancaster. Grant Mclean to Reading, Derck Gilby 
to Durham, Bruce Grant to King's, London and Coli11 Graham to Toronto. 
Edmund Marler and Peter Weston yet wail to hear and Tim Levy went straigh1 
into the world of business. Best wishes to them all - and welcome to those who 
come to replace them. 
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ABBEYLANDS 

The summer term has to live up to a great many expectations. We spend the 
win ter dreaming of idyllic summer days spent sunbathing on the lawn, but when 
the summer term came round it seemed as though we had to wait for most of 
the term before the grass was dry enough to lie on. 

There were enough dry days. however. for the house to take part in a variety 
of sports. In Cricke t, Lhe most notable performance was that of the Ju nior 
Leagues J team which reached the final of the league. Unfortunate ly. partly due 
to some bad luck, we lost to School House. The other house teams did fairly 
well and there was a healthy number of boys in school teams. Tennis was a game 
the hou~e simply enjoyed rather than excelled at. with only one person holding 
a regular place in a team. Apart from this, the house maintained a high profile 
in the Sailing trips. which proved very popular as usual, and used and abused the 
croquet set in the normal manner. 

Outside the sports. of course, plenty of things were going on, not all of them 
the subject of joyful anticipation. 'A' and ·o' levels rushed up with unexpected 
speed. Despite this, a fairly good set of 'A' level results was produced, along 
with an excellent set of ·o- grades from the Fifth form. The house's reputation 
as one of the strongest musically in the school was maintained and, under the 
editorship of Tim Grey and David Pinder, La11dmark again proved by a very long 
way the best produced and most successful house magazine. 

f.inally. there were twists in the fates of I-louse Tutors. We lost Mr. llopkins, 
who left to be deputy head of the music department at St. Paul's School. 
Mr. Michel-Innes was ordained a priest and Mr. Meck was engaged to be married. 
The term was rounded off with a fine house lunch, which luckily defied all U1e 
usual expectations of being rained off. AU in all, the house had a good term 
under the amiable tyranny of Dave Austin, although it was not remarkable for 
any one thing. 

K. 11. Shuaib 
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I-louse reports tend to start witb sport; following this tradition I shall deal 
with the most important aspects of house life first. 

The ·o· and 'A. level results were extremely good, as usual well above the 
school average - the most outstand ing examples being Andrew Read who 
gained four A ·s and two ls at 'A' level (as well as winning the Physics Olympiad 
prize), and Toby Burnham, who managed eleven A's in his ·o' levels. and Dan 
Meredith-Jones, who acquired 10 and a Sixth Form Exhibit ion. 

The house was also active in drama, with representatives in 'The Merry 
Widow'. both front and back stage. Major parts wen t to Tim Massa and Jon 
Hudson and much of the work behind and on the scenery was done by members 
of the ho~e. Mark Turner had a part in the Lower School play, while a group of 
Upper Sixth. with girls from Lord Digby's and Yeovil College. took the play 

'A Day in the Death of Joe Egg' to the Edinburgh fringe fes tival. 
Once again teams were entered for the Ten Tors event, both Third Form and 

Lower Six th teams finishing successfu lly in relatively fine weather. Charles 
Painter reached the National Athletics Championships. Derick Finch was coun ty 
champion for 200m sprin ts and relays and James Campbell was Junior Golf 
Champion. Finally, Richard Springfield was awarded his lst Xl Colours. 

Good use was made of the fine weather. us many lost lhe unequa l battle 
between sunbathing and revisio11. The enjoyable Commem. Ball must also be 
mentioned to round off this report. as it successfully rounded off the term. 

James Rees 
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Once again Westcott House displayed the usual flair and talent for all aspects 
of School life a11d thanks must go to Cameron Dunn who, in between visits to 
the chip shop and the Fift11 Form Green, was the cornerstone of our success. 
Listing our achievements in order of merit it is perhaps appropriate that those 
attained in the sporting lleld are mentioned first! Marcus Wheeler, when his 
commitments to Asteroids on his computer did not dictate o therwise did a spot 
of running, becoming the AAA 1500 m champion and inspiring an overall 
victory in the School Athletics at the end of the term. Richard Callister, James 
Plumstead and Dave Wrighton also represented the School and performed well 
though all too often there seemed to be other demands on Richard's time ... ! 
James Powell, again feeling like a Viking, stormed home third in the National 
Judo Championships of Great Britain and went on to represent England against 
France. There seemed to be few familiar faces adorning the Cricket pitches but 
the House yard became the scene for some stunning matches which were 
undoubtedly a credit to tlie game. Perhaps this, coupled with some sort of 
alcoholic incentive, spwred on the Queries to victory for the first time in living 
memory. 

Just before half term there was a new arrival in the form of Jack, who has 
definitely inherited his father's ears. With the arrival or Jack there seemed to be 
a sigh of relief from some quarters because there had been rumours .... 

In the !alter half of the term three members of the House were charged with 
traversing the roof but were released on bail to go to Swanage and lend their 
expertise to the climbers there. 

The House's marksmen have long been the envy of the rest of the School and 
they excelled even their own high standards and Angus Craigie, Guy Wansbrough 
and Edwin Bowater all competed at Bisley. 

The House Swimming taught us humility if nothing else but there were some 
spirited performances and thanks must go to Rjchard Downey for undying 
enthusiasm and encouragement without. 

We had success on the academic side of things as well with three new 
scholars: Ben Reed, Colin Keatinge and Robert Harris. William Simpson-Gee woo 
a special TAC prize for his 0 level project, a go-kart which definitely had a 
'lovely finish'. Andrew Key. Rupert Reed and James Grenfell all collected prizes 
at Commem. Nick Boulton won the Barnes Elocution Prize and incidentally is 
involved with the NYT production in the summer and Nick Grenfell attained 2= 
in the L6 Maths Prize Essay. 

Finally we say farewell to Ben George who goes to Oxford to further his 
academic career, to the gerbil-fancying Upper Sixth, to Ann WilUarns our House
keeper who is soon to be married and anyone else that I haven't noticed missing 
so far ... We wish then1 well. 
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The reader is referred 10 a passage from a prior I louse report. "The boule 
of vintage Wilkinson slowly empties itself. the geese still wake us too early, 1he 
uncomfortable beds still keep us awake too late, and the miniature studies still 
endanger our sanity, but we love ii all." 

Well, the vintage Wilkinson is now empty, the geese have all flown and the 
miniature studies now only occupy our fondest dreams. Even the uncomfortable 
beds have been changed and yes, we do love it all. 

The Wilkinsons, the liouse's staunchest defenders and worshippers, have gone 
amid sounds of weeping and gnashing o( teeth. o more the threat of shufning 
slippers suddenly sounding outside one·s study door, no more the haggard faces 
of future heads of house reeling about the house at 12 o'clock at night, their 
stomachs churning with Bulgarian wine. 

So who has filled the most coveted position in the School's cursus ltv11on1111? 
Well. if you see a good-looking bloke grinning away in a red pin-stripe suit 
walking around. that's not him. ahhough this has been questioned! We in fact 
welcome Mike and Jenny Davis to ha\'e a go. along with Mrs. S. Shepherd as our 
new \latron. \ Ir. Weston, Mr. Thompson. Mr. Harris, Dr. Ferrario and Dr. 
Gardner have been seerT popping up in house (beer in hand) so I suppose they 
must be the new llouse Tutors there now. who said the house would be rugby· 
orienlated? 

But back to the boys - after all, 1hat is what a House is all about. With regard 
to academic matters, James Harris and Nicholas Braden gained Oxbridge. On the 
sporting front Adam James represented the 1st Xl, with Tom Wilson captaining 
the 2nd's and our hero Crawford captaining the Athletics, while Ed Raymond 
again proved how adept he is at putting one foot in front of the other. 

The writer would like to poin t out that there will be no preferential treat· 
ment ror sportsmen - maths geniuses yes, sportsmen no. 
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